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ABSTRACT

A dual Cs*/- source has been constructed to enable positive and negative
secondary ion mass spectra to be examined under l- and Cs* bombardments
respec{ively. The design and off-line performance of the negative iodine source
are particularly described. With the l- ion source, the secondary ion mass spectra
of some peptides and proteins have been measured on a reflecting time-of-flight
mass spectrometer. Comparison measurements with Cs*and l- ion bombardment
have been carried out for insulin w¡th s¡m¡lar voltages on the ion gun. positive

secondary ion mass spectra showed considerably stronger secondary ion signals
for l- bombardment than for Cs* bombardment. The advantage increases with
mass.

The reflec'ting time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Manitoba TOF ll) has been
modified for matrix-assisted laser desorption (MALD) mass spectrometry. The
performance of the MALD TOF mass spectrometer has been examined, including
sensitivity, mass range and resolution. The MALD mass spec'trometric analysis
of lclR protein, including its molecular weight and the verification of its sequence,
is pañicularly described.

Measurements of kinetic energy distributions of molecular ions ejected into
an electric field by matrix-assisted laser desorption were performed in a reflec-ting

time-of-flight mass spectrometer by measuring the reflected molecular ion signal
as a function of the difference between the accelerating voltage and mirror
voltage. The molecular ions were found to have less kinetic energy than expecied
from the accelerating potential, i. e., an energy deficit was observed. Under
conditions typical for a matrix-assisted laser desorption experiment, the deficit
is about 24 eV for positive molecular ions of insulin. The energy deficit increases
with the intensity of molecular ion sígnal, and the molecular weight of the protein;
it is also larger for negative molecular ions than for positive molecular ions of
insulin. Singly and doubly charged positive molecular ions have similar energy
deficits.
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The metastable decay of insulin produced by matrix-assisted laser desorption
has been examined in a reflecting time-oÊflight mass spectrometer. The [M-H]-
molecular ion decays into negative A and B chain daughter ions with various
number of sulfurs attached, corresponding to cleavage of the interchain disulfide
bridges at different points. The cleavage of the single interchain disulfide bridge
was also observed for one digestion product of tyr-somatostatin, leading to only
one single chain daughter ion with one or no sulfur attached.
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PART 1

A Dual lon Source to Produce Cs* and l- lons
for Secondary lon Mass Spectrometry

l. lntroduction

ln last two decades several particle-induced ionization techniques, for

example, *'cn plasma desorption mass spectrometry (PDMS), fast atom

bombardment (FAB) and secondary ion mass spec{rometry (slMS), have been

developed for mass spectrometry. Those desorption techniques have grea¡y

extended the mass range for mass spectrometric analysis up to large

biomolecules, which cannot be examined by conventional electron bombardment

techníques. Sequence information on proteins and peptides of masses up to a

few thousand atomic mass units (u) can be obtained with those desorption

techniques. The involved projectiles differ in mass, charge and energy. The

desorption and ionization of sample molecules are closely retated to these

properties of the projectiles and also the properties of the targets. Atthough the

mechanisms for the desorption processes are not quite clear, heavy and energetic

projectiles are generally helpfulfor producing molecular ions of heavy molecules

and fragments for structure information.
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1.1) Low energy (kev) atom or atom¡c lon bombardment

A variety of low-energy atomic ions , such as cs* and Ar*, has been used

as projec'tile ions in secondary ion mass spectrometry [1, 2]. w¡th 10 keV Cs.

bombardment, secondary molecular ions of masses up to 5733 u (insulin)

have been detected on a time-of-flight mass spectrometer [3]. Fragment ions

containing the sequence information can be produced for peptides of masses

up to about 2000 u [4]. The nitrocellulose substrate was crucial for obtaining

those molecular ions from keV Cs. bombardment. The daughter ion spectra can

also supply sequence information for peptides [5,6]

The results of secondary ion yield measurement suggest that nuclear

stopping causes the molecular ion desorption f, 81. Ens et al. measured the

dependence of secondary ion yields of alanine on etched silver from different

alkali metal ion bombardment (cs*, K*, and Na* ) in the energy range of up to g

kev [8]. From the qualitative similarity of the yield dependence on projectile

mass and the dependence of the nuclear stopping on mass, they concluded

that nuclear stopp¡ng is primarily responsible for the desorption of molecular

ions of alanine by the projectiles at keV energies.

Fast atom bombardment (FAB) and liquid secondary ion mass spectrometry

(LSIMS) have become standard mass spec'trometric methods for the analyses

of organic and biochemical compounds since the ¡ntroduction of liquid matrices

[9]. Low-energy xenon atoms (around I keV) are usually used in FAB mass

spectrometry as sptrttering projectiles to desorb and ionize the sample molecules

in a liquid matrix. Gs* ions are common projectile ions for LSIMS. With these
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two sputtering techniques the molecular ions have been measured on magnetic

sector mass spectrometers for proteins and peptides of masses up to 14,000 u,

but with low sensitivity [10]. The full isotopic peaks of molecular ions have been

obtained for insulin with FAB [16]. There are two proposed mechanisms of ion

production in FAB and LSIMS. One is a solution mechanism which considers

the ions preformed in solution before bombardment [1 1, 121. The other is the

particle-induced ionization mechanism [13, 14], where non-ionic compounds

are desorbed and ionized by particle bombardment. Both mechanisms could

contribute to the ion emission process, their relative participation being a func{ion

of experimental conditions and the nature of the sample [1S].

with increased primary cs* ion energy up to 30 kev in LSTMS, the

secondary ion mass spectra of some proteins with molecular weights in the

range of 10,000 - 24,000 u have been obtained on a magnetic sector mass

spectrometer [1{. The dependence of secondary ion yields on primary Cs* ion

energy have been determined for insulin in LSIMS, using a Wien mass filter

[18]. The yield was found to increase with energy within the range from 0-20

keV. Beyond that energy range the secondary ion yields start to decrease with

energy. The turn¡ng points of energy change with 5 keV fluctuation, depending

on sample molecule, matrix and the type of secondary ion. This resutt appears

to be inconsistent with the observation that the mass range is higher for B0 keV

Cs* projectile than 10 keV projectile [17].

1.2) High-energy (MeV) bombardment

Since the fission fragments of californium-Z12 (about 100 MeV) were used
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as projectiles [19¡, 
ã2Cf ptasma desorption mass spectrometry has become a

useful technique for the mass spectrometr¡c analyses of large biomolecutes

[20]. Adsorbing sample molecules onto an electrosprayed nitrocellutose matrix

has greatly increased the mass rztnge of molecules analyzed by PDMS [21] and

SIMS [3]. Proteins with molecular weights up to 45,OOO u have been successfuily

desorbed and ionized intact with PDMS [22]. Recently, PDMS has been successful

with metal cluster compounds of masses approaching loo,ooo u [23]. The

fragmentation patterns generated by PDMS can also be used for the sequence

study of peptides [24, 25]. Recent studies have shown that complete sequence

information could be obtained for some native peptides of masses up to 5500 u,

using PDMS spectra 126,271. lt is generally considered that the MeV part¡cle-

bombardment induced desorption is due to electroníc stopping of target molecules

on incident projectiles. The etfects of the mass and energy of projectiles on

desorbed ion yields have been studied using particle accelerators [28,29]. The

resutts show that electronic stopping power is mainly responsible for the molecular

ion yield.

The comparison measurements of ion yields from keV Cs* bombardment

and MeV fission fragment bombardment have been made , using two time-of-flight

mass spec'trometers with same targets [3, 8, 30]. Without using nitrocellulose

substrate, the ratio of desorbed ion yield of keV bombardment to Mev

bombardment is close to one for molecular weights below 10OO u, and decreases

quickly with mass beyond 1000 u. With nitrocetlutose substrate the ratio decreases

w¡th mass much slower than without the substrate in the mass range betow

5733 u (insulin).

Becently about 1 MeV multiple-charged cluster ions from an electrospray
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ion source have been used for particle-induced desorption on a magnetic sector

mass spectrometer [31]. Enhanced negative molecular ion yield and reduced

fragmentation were observed compared to FAB spectra for some peptides of

mass below 24OO u.

1.3) Polyatomic ion bombardment

The keV small polyatom¡c ion bombardment has been used to study the

effects of the translational energy, mass and polyatomicity of the bombarding

ions on the secondary ion yield and extent of fragmentat¡on [32]. Those etfec{s

were examined using Ar*, N2*, co2*, cF.* and crFr* primary ions with o.s - s

keV energy for analytes of ammonium, arsonium and phosphonium salts. The

secondary ion yields were found to increase with primary ion energy, but the

fragmentation of secondary ions decreases with bombarding energy. For a given

bombarding energy, the secondary ion yields increase with the mass of prímary

ion, and the extent of fragmentation of secondary ions increases with the

polyatomicity of the primary ions, following the order of Ar*<Nr*<co2*<cFs*.crFr*.

For keV ion bombardment, both atomic and polyatomic primary ions have a

similar effect on the desorption of secondary ions, following the mechanism of

nuclear stopping.

Large keV biomolecular ions of masses from a few hundred units to

132,000 u, produced by matrix-assisted laser desorption, were also used as

projectiles to produce secondary ions from a variety of surfaces [33, 34,35]. The

secondary ion spectra of some peptides with masses up to 1140 u were atso

measured using a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The electron emission was
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found to be much higher than secondary ion emission for the tight projectile

ions of masses below 10,000 u. But the secondary ion emissions are predominant

forthe projectiles largerthan 10,000 u, with the ratio of electron to secondary

ion emission decreasing rapidly with projectile mass.

Several high-energy polyatomic ions (C*, Ar*, C.H.*, CoHn* and CzHls* ),

which were accelerated to the energy range of 800 keV to 3.7 MeV, have been

used as primary ions to study the secondary ion emission of vatine [36]. The

secondary ion yield of valine was found to increase with the velocity of projectiles,

and decrease with mass at a given velocity. The extent of fragmentation does

not show explicit dependence on projectile velocity, but increases with

polyatomicity of projectiles at a given velocity.

1.4) ldea of l' lon bombardment

Up to now people have tried a variety of projectiles, ditfering in mass,

energy, polyatomicity and charge, for particle-induced desorption mass

spectrometry. The negat¡ve ion induced desorption has not yet attracted peopte's

interests partly because negative ions are not produced as easily as positive

ions. Electron bombardment is routine ionization technique for mass speclrometry.

An energetic and heavy negat¡ve ion could produce different etfects of secondary

ion desorption. lt is not clear if the charge type of projectile have some influences

on secondary ion emission. The stopping power of target molecules should be

related to the charge of projectile ion. Negative iodine ion has similar mass as

pos¡tive cesium ion often used as projectile in SIMS. So it is good candidate to

study the negative ion project¡le for SIMS. But the most important consideration
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of l- ion source is the bombarding energy. When positive secondary ions are

measured, the target is floated at positive potential, for example, 1S kV. So l-

primary ion projectiles will gain 1s kev energy while passing through the

acceleration field for secondary ions. This is the main point why we develop the

negative iodine ion source.
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ll. Design of the Dual lon Source

Positive cesium ions have been widely used in secondary ion mass

spectrometry as projectiles. lf positive secondary ions are measured, the target

is set at a positive potential, for example, +15 kV. Thus cesium primary ions will

lose 15 keV energy while passing through the acceleration region for secondary

ions. But, if negative iodine ions are used as projectile ions, they wíll gain 15

keV while passing through the acceleration field. On the other hand, when a

negative secondary ion spectrum is taken, the target is floated at a negative

potential, for example, -15 kV. So the cesium primary ions will gain 15 kV after

passing through the acceleration region.

2.1) Structure of the source

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic diagram of the dual ion source to produce

Cs*and l- primary ions. The Cs*and l-ion sources are mounted on two adjustable

plugs, which can move up and down and rotate relative to the big top flange.

The top flange can also be rotated to move either source onto the primary beam

axis. The ion source beads are mounted off center on their plugs. With the

rotations of the plug and top flange, we can make a three dimensional spatial

adjustment of the ion source to get the best ion extraction along the primary

beam axis. The cesium ion source consists of a cesium aluminosilicate bead on

a tungst€n filament [11. At high temperature there will be positive cesium ion

emission from the bead. The negative iodine ion source is composed of a high
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temperature ionizer composed of a sintered lanthanum hexaboride (LaBr) plug

[37]. lodinê vapor is introduced into the fumace through a tantalum tube. At high

temperature the LaB, plug produces large amounts of electrons, and becomes

porous. When passing through the high temperature porous LaB, ptug, iodine

molecules dissociate into iodine atoms, and etectrons will attach to the iodine

atoms to form negative iodine íons. The details of the theory and construction of

the iodine ion source will be discussed in the following sections.

lon beam @a

Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of the dual ion source to produce Cs* and l-

primary ions. 1. fumace; 2. aluminosilicate bead; 3. extracting plate; 4. rotatable

top flange; 5. bottom flange; 6. glass tube; 7. tantalum tube; g. l- plug; 9. cs*

plug; 10. Gring; 11. bearing.

I iodine

f u"pot
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2.21 Theory of negative ion production

The production of negative ions depends on the ionizer, the temperature of

the ionizer and the property of the neutral atoms to be ionized. The production

process is actually a negative surface ionization. The degree of negative surface

ionization is described by an expression similar to the wetl-known Saha-Langmuir

formula [37], as shown in equation (1).

c=n_/(no+rì*)=(g_/ge).exp[(A-Õo)/keTJ (1)

where n- is the density of negative ions, no the neutrals and n* the posítive ions;

g- and 9s are statistical weight factors describing the number of states accessible,

respectively, in the negative ions and the neutral atoms; A is the electron affinity

of the atoms to be ionized; Õo is the surface work function of the ionizer to

supply electrons; T is the temperature of the ionizer; k, is Bolzmann constant.

The surface ionization etficiency P, which is defined as the ratio of the negative

ion flow evaporating from a hot surface to incident atom flow, is given by the

classical Saha-Langmuir equation,

p= n-l(n_+ no)={ 1 + (O/9-)exp[(<Þo-A)ftrTl]- t

It can be seen from equation (1) that high elec{ron affinity and low surface work

function are desired to get a high degree of ionization.

(2\
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The electron affinity of the halogens is always greater than 3 eV [38], except

for element At, (2.8t0.2)ev [39]. Hence a surface with Õ<2.8 eV will ensure a

high degree of ionization for those elements. Some surfaces, for example, Cs

[40], carburized thoriated tungsten [41] and GdB., have been tested for negative

halogen-ion formation. But LaB. is the most promising material whose thermionic

properties have been extensively investigated [41 , 42, 431. lts work function

shows a range of values from 2.36 to 3.3 eV, with majority of values around 2.7

eV. The spread in the values most probably reflects the effect of surface poisoning,

which can be pronounced for low work-function surfaces l4r';l. A sintering in

vacuum at high temperature is therefore a quite necessary process to remove

the surface poisoning. A characteristic property of LaB. ionizer is its sensitivity

to poisoning by absorbed impurity [451. lt therefore needs an activation by heating

for some time at 1500-1600 "C each time it has been exposed to the atmosphere.

2.3) Design of Í source

The most important part of the l- source is the ionizer of sintered LaB'

which should be heated up to 1500 oC or higher. When iodine atoms hit the

high temperature LaB., they are surface ionized into l- ions. Two ditferent ways

have been used to place the sintered LaBu pellet inside the furnace. One is to

put the porous pellet in iodine vapor with one or all surface of the pellet facing

the vapor [46,47]. So the l- ions are produced from the surfaces of the pellet in

that configuration. The other configuration is to let iodine vapor pass through the

porous LaB, pellet from the back [37, 48], resulting in the l- production inside the

pellet.
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Fígure 2.2 shows the schematic diagram of the negatíve iodine ion source

for the otf-line test. The porous LaB. pellet, 2 mm in diameter and about 1 mm

Figure 2.2. Schematic diagram of the negative iodine ion source for off-line

test; 1. solid iodine; 2.valvei 3. tantalum tube; 4. tungsten coil; 5. boron nitride

tube;6. graphite tube; 7. LaBs plug; I ,9. heat sh¡eld; 10. ion collection electrode.

thick, was prepared simply by pressing the dry LaB. powder into a graphite

tube, followed by a sintering in vacuum at 1600 0C for twenty minutes. The

powder then became a solid porous plug due to the high temperature. There is

a 0.8 mm diameter opening in the front of the graphite tube. The graphite does

not poison the LaB, at high temperature unlike some metals. Tantalum and

molyMenum were also found not to poison the LaB. below 1800 "c [97, 46].
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But absorbed impurities in graphite can poison the LaBu, leading to a higher

work function [45]. The sensitivity to this carbon poisoning increases with the

part¡al pressure of the carbon-containing gas and decreases with the ionizer

temperature. ln order to avoid the carbon poisoning, the furnace was first heated

to 1600 oC (above the normal running temperature) for several hours.

There is no hard connection between the tantalum tube and the graphite

tube because it is technically ditficult to make such a connection with very small

tubes. The disadvantage of the design is that most of iodine vapor flow will leak

into the chamber through the gap at the joint, not passing through the porous

LaB. pellet. But there is the advantage that the size of the furnace can be made

vsry small, about 5 mm in diameter, so lower heating power is needed to get

high temperature. With less than 100 watt heating power, the furnace can be

heated up to 1600 oC, so only an aír fan is necessary for cooling the whole

source. Water cooling and a radiator are required in some other designs of l-

sources. In the french group's design [37], there is a sealed connection between

molybdenum tube and LaB. button of 20 mm diameter with graphite disk in

between. So all the iodine vapor will pass through the porous LaB. button.

Because of the largersize of the source, R. F. heaterwas used to get 18OO K

temperature, greatly increasing the complexity of the whole set-up. So it is not a

good candidate of ion source for mass spectrometry.

The furnace is heated with tungsten coil. Because graphite is a conductor,

the graphite tube is surrounded by a threaded boron nitride tube on which the

tungsten wire coil is wound. Boron nitride is a insulator even at high temperature.

The tungsten coil can be screwed onto the threads of the insulator tube. The

wire can not slip on the tube due to the deformation at high temperature, which
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would lead to the short-circuit of the tungsten coil. There are two heat shields

(one tantalum, the other stainless steel) surrounding the furnace to reduce the

radiation loss. AC current from a variable transformer is directly fed into the

tungsten wire. The input voltage ranges from 0 to 20 votts. Conesponding current

falls into 0-5A range. A thermocouple is used to measure the temperature of the

furnace. The tungsten-rhenium bead of the thermocoupte touches the boron

nitride in the front of the furnace. A vottmeter measures the output voltage of the

thermocouple.

To measure the ion emission of the ionizer, a copper electrode of one

centimeter in diameter is placed 1.5 cm in front of the furnace. A DC voltage is

applied between the electrode and ionizer. A DC current meter is put in series

with the DC power supply to measure the DC current emission. The negative

ion current from the ionizer contains negative iodine ions and electrons if a

positive potential is applied to the electrode relative to the ionizer. To separate

the iodine ions from electrons, a 500 G magnetic field can be put in the region

between the electrode and ionizer. Electrons will be deflected to miss the

eleclrode, so only the iodine ion current is measured with the DC current meter.

2.4) Off-line tests of the l' source

A series of tests, including the temperature of furnace and total iodine ion

current, have been made on the negative iodÍne ion source with the set-up

shown in figure 2.2.
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2.4.1) Temperature of the furnace

The high temperature is a crucial condition for the operat¡on of the ionizer.

Several heating techniques of R F heater, æU f¡ssion and ohmic heating have

been used Í37,46,481. Here we assume the ohmic heating technique, which is

technically simple. The maximum AC current of 5 A (voltage at about 20 V) is

fed into the 0.25 mm diameter tungsten wire winding around the furnace. The

temperature of the furnace has been measured against the power fed into the
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Flgure 2.3. The temperature of fumace vs heating power.

tungsten wire, as shown in figure 2.3. lt can been seen that the temperature

increases with the power quickly in the range from 0 to 20 watts, and then

:¿

F-
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slowly with power. Eventually the emission current starts to saturate at the power

near 100 watts. Here the electron bombardment and infrared radiation play

major role in heating up the ionizer. But as the tungsten wire becomes hotter

and hotter, more and more visible and UV radiation comes out, having little

thermal contr¡bution to the furnace. So even if the heating power is increased

further, no obvious increase of furnace temperature is produced. The increased

power mostly becomes the visible and UV radiation. Because the size of the

fumace is small(5 mm in diameter with the boron nitride tube), heat can effectively

transfer to the ionizer, LaB. plug. The temperature of 1650 0C can be reached

with about 100 watt heating power.

2.4.2) Transmission surface ionization efficiency

The ion emission from a porous ionizer fed from rear is different from that

of a LaB. disc immersed in the vapor of iodine. The ions emitted from the

porous LaB. plug may come either after ditfusion, from the front surface separat¡ng

the pores, or direc{ly from inside the pore which, at thermodynamic equilibrium,

is filled with the partially ionized gas (including electrons, negative iodine ions

and neutral iodine atoms). So the negative ion emission depends not only on

the temperature and the work-function of ionizer but also on the porosity of the

ionizer. The diameter of the pores will influence the transmission-ionization

efficiency. Pelletier et al. calculated the dependence of useful pore diameter for

good transmission ionization on electron atfinity, temperature and vapor pressure

inside the pore, etc. [3fl. For an element whose elestron atfinity is over 2 eY , a

calculated pore diameter for the good transmission surface ionization is between
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2 and 20 pm at temperature of 1600 K. The suggested vapor pressure inside

the pore must be less than 10-2 torr. High vapor pressure inside the pore will

decrease the transmission surface-ionization etficiency. The static vapor pressure

of solid iodine in a sealed tank is about 0.5 torr at the room temperature. Under

flowing condition, the vapor pressure, which the small iodine tank (about 2.5

cm3) can sustain, must be much smaller than 0.5 ton. And the loose connection

between furnace and tantalum tube makes most of the iodine flow leak directly

into the vacuum chamber. So the vapor pressure inside the pores of LaB, is

estimated to be less than 10-2 torr.

2.4.3) Dependence of l- current on temperature of the ionizer

The total l'ion current emission has been measured versus the temperature

of ionizer under three different extrac{ion voltages in the set-up shown in figure

2.2. The l' current is plotted against the inverse of the ionizer temperature, as

shown in fígure 2.4. From the curve we can see that the negative iodine ion

current increases exponentially with temperature, as predicted by the theoretical

surface ionization efficiency, F, in equation (2). But the curves are not s¡ngle

straight lines in the whole experimentaltemperature range. For extraction vottages

2 and 2.6 kV, l- current first increases with the ionizer temperature, T, and then

saturates a little bit. The slope in the high temperature range is higher than in

the low temperature range. For an extraction vottage of 1 kV, there are three

stages for the curve of l- current. As temperature increases, the curve changes

from a shallow slope, to a steeper slope and back to a shallow slope. These

results are consistent with those obtained by another group with a simitar
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configuration of ion source [48].
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Figure 2.4. Total negat¡ve iodine ion current, l', versus the inverse of ionizer

temperature,llT, with the extract¡on voltages of 1 kV, 2 kV and 2.6 kV.

The saturation of l' ion emission can be explained by the theory of gas flow

in the LaB. pores [3]. ln this theory, two kinds of gas flow were proposed by

Pelletier et al. One is an atomic Knudsen flow (volume flow), r", ditfusing under

a pressure grad¡ent along the pore. The other is a surface flow, or, ditfusing

along the pore.wall under the concentrat¡on grad¡ent along the pore. The surface

flow favors the transmission-surface ¡onization. But the volume flow decreases

the etficiency of surface ionization. Which type of flow is predominant depends
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on the pore size and the ditfusion length. The ratio between the volume flow

and surface flow is given by the following formula [B{

uu/ur=473*(r/1)t

where r is the diameter of pore and î, is diffusive length. The ditfusive length is

given by

X=1Drc")t,2

where D, is the surface diffusion efficiency and r" is the adsorption time of

particles on the wall of pore before they desorb either as ions or atoms [Bl
Under local thermodynamic equilibrium, the total flow of desorbed neutrals and

negative ions on the pore wall can be written as

¡=sÆa=p/(2pmhT)", (5)

where p is the total pressure inside the pore [37]. The pressure is estimated to

be very low inside the pores of our ionizer, as mentioned in sec{ion 2.4.2). The

iodine ions are supposed to be mainly produced by surface flow. The dependence

of l- ion current on the temperature in figure 2.4 shows that the surface flow is

predominant in our ionizer, favoring the transmission surface-ionization. Only a

small volume flow exists in the higher temperature range, which decreases the

transmission surface-ionization and results in a some saturation of l- ion current.

(3)

(4)
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2.4.4')Dependence of l- ion current on the extrac'tion voltage

When iodíne atoms impinge on the walls of LaB. pores, they will be ionized

into negative ions and stay for a period of t" which depends on the temperature

and pressure in the pores, as shown in the formula (5). r" determines the natural

emission rate of l'ions and neutral atoms from the surface. But, if there is an

extrast¡on electric field near the surface, the ion emission rate will change with

the field. Figure 2.5 shows the behavior of the negative iodine ion current against
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Figure 2.5. Total l' ion current versus the extraction voltage for three different
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the extraction voltage for three ditferent ionizer temperatures. The l' ion cunent

increases with extraction voltage faster for higher ionizer temperature than for

lower ionizer temperature. Considering the influence of the extraction field, the

degree of negative surface is given by the following equation [46]

a=(g_/go).exp[(A-Õo+f(E)-Cq)n<"T (6)

where f(E) is the Schottky etfect [49] describing the diminution in surface work-

func'tion of LaB., (Þ, with increase in the electric field, E, and q the degree of

monolayer surface coverage. f(E) is given as [S0]

f(E)=e(sE/%)ta

where E and % are electric field and dielectric constant. f(E) increases with the

square root of electric field, which will lead to s increasing with electric field E.

The space-charge limitation given by the Child-Langmuir law puts an upper

limit of iodine current emission as the extraction voltage is increased [37].

(7',t,
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lll. Performance of the Dual lon source on a Reflecting

Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer

3.1) Reflecting TOF mass spectrometer

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic diagram of a reflecting time-of-flight mass

spectrometer (Manitoba ToF ll) for secondary ion mass spectrometry.

DETECTOR 1

. ELECTROSTATIC. MIRROR

-4
TARGET

V46çE¡ =1s kv

ELECTRON - DETECTOR 2
CONVERTER

Figure 3.1. Reflect¡ng secondary ion time-of-ftight

or l- primary projectiles.

20 kev f
25 keV Cs+

!
I

mass spectrometer with Cs*
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The energetic pulsed primary ion beam, Cs* or l-, bombards the target after

passing through the acceleration field for the secondary ions. The positive or

negative secondary ions from the target are accelerated, and drift through the

first field-free region, reaching the top detector or reflected back to the bottom

detector. A trigger pulse from the primary beam pulse starts the Time-to-Digital

Converter (TDC). The secondary ion mass spectra detected from both the top

and bottom detector are recorded by the TDC, and transferred to an ATARI

computer for processing. The electrostatic mirror has the ability to compensate

the initial velocity spread of secondary ions and greatly increase the mass

resolution. The mass resolution of 13000 for inorganic molecules and 7000 for

organic molecules have been obtained with Manitoba TOF ll under pulsed cesium

primary ion bombardment [51].

3.2) Pulsing the primary ion beam

A narrow time width of primary ion beam is critical for high mass resolution

with secondary ion time-of-flight mass spectromeler. 2 ns time width (FWHM) of

Cs. primary ion beam has been obtained with a cesium ion gun on Manitoba

TOF ll [51] Figure 3.2 shows the schematic diagram of ion gun for pulsing the

continuous Cs* and l- beam from the dual ion source. Both l- and Cs* beams

share the same focusing lens and pulsing electrodes which already exist on

Manitoba TOF ll. The cesium source is the same as that originally put on TOF ll

[51] except that a D.C. extrac{ion voltage, rather than a pulsed extraction voltage,

is used . So the same power supply (including AC heating current, DC extraction

voltage and floating voltage) is used for both sources.
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The negative iodine ions from the l- source are extracted with a DC

voltage(O to +1.5 kV) applied between the extraction electrode and t- source. At

the same time, the l- source is negatively floated at a high voltage up to 25 kV.

So the extracted l- ions are accelerated toward the ground, entering a field-free

region where the electrons embedded in the beam are deflected away by a

permanent magnet. The l- beam is focused by the negatívely floated einzel lens.

The ionizer and slit are about the same dístance from the lens, the magnification

is about 1 and the ¡on beam is focused into a small spot on the slit. The size of

focused beam spot depends on the area of the ionizer emitting the l- ions. DC

and pulsed voltages applied to the deflection plates sweep the continuous ion

beam across the slit, leading to the pulsed ion beam atter slit. The details of

pulsing the primary ion beam with those voltages have been well examined in

reference [8]. Several parameters (for example, two DC voltages, the magnitude

and shape of the two elec{ric pulses, and the delay between two pulses) influence

the time width of the pulsed ion beam. But the most ¡mportant fac-tor is the beam

size on the slit. Better focusing will result in appreciably narrower time width.

To investigate the time width of the primary ion beam, the time width of the

electron peak in a secondary ion spectrum was examined since it woutd most

closely represent the time width of the primary ion beam. Figure 3.3 shows an

electron peak in a negative secondary ion mass spectrum with l- primary ions.

The time width of 4 ns (FWHM) can be obtained with the negat¡ve iodine ion

gun, as compared with 2 ns forthe positive cesium ion gun [51]. The tails on

both sides of the elestron peak are longer than those from the cesium gun. The

reason for the wider time width and longer tails is probably due to the diffused

emission of l- ions from the ionizer plug. On the other hand, Cs* ions emit from
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the surface of a small cesium aluminosilicate bead on a tungsten wire filament.

So the cesium emission is from a small surface on the bead, which leads to a

small focused beam spot with clear edges. The diffused l- ion emission results

in a bigger beam spot with ditfused edges on the slit, which contributes to a

wider time width and longer tails of the electron peak.
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Figure 3.3. Electron peak in a negative secondary ion spectrum with l- primary

ion gun.

3.3) Comparison of secondary lon emlsslon from Cs" and f
bombardment

Positive secondary ion mass spectra are usually most useful for mass

spectrometric analyses of peptides and proteins. As shown in figure 3.1, the
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target is floated at a positive potential, for example, +15 kV, when a positive

secondary ion spectrum is measured. Usually high floating voltage on the target

is expected to gain more effective extraclion and transmission of secondary

ions. So the bigger the floating voltage, the bigger the loss of energy of the Cs*

projectiles and the bigger the gain of energy of l- projectiles when crossing the

acceleration region.

3.3.1) Experimental

A comparison experiment of secondary ion yields has been made for Cs*

and l- projectiles for insulin. The bovine insulin (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis,

MO) was dissolved in 0.1%TFA with concentration of 1g/L. A few microtiter

sample solution was dropped on to an electrically sprayed nitrocellulose substrate

(about 5 mm in diameter), dried in air. Then the target was spin rinsed with 100

pL 0.1o/o-fFA. The acteleration voltage for positive secondary ions was set at 15

kV. The primary ion energy from the ion source is 25 keV for cesium and 20 keV

for iodine. So the total energy hiüing the target was 10 keV for cesium ion

projectiles and 35 keV for iodine projectiles. lt ¡s very important to get the same

flux of primary Cs* and l- ion beams for the comparison of secondary ion yields.

The fluxes of the two primary ion beams were monitored by measuring the total

current on the slit. The primary ion current on the slit was kept at 2 nA both for

the Cs* beam and for the l- beam by controlling the filament current for cesium

source and the heating current of furnace for iodine source. First, the direct

positive secondary ion spectrum of insulin was measured on the top detector

under cesium bombardment for half an hour. Then it was switched to iodine
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bombardment for the same target by rotating the top flange of the dual ion

source. The switching and alígnment of the iodine source was finished in ten

minutes without breaking the vacuum in the source. The data acquisition time

for iodine bombardment was also half an hour. So the target conditions and

primary ion beam fluxes were similar for the two measurements. The difference

in secondary ion yields should be due to bombarding €nergy and the properties

of different projectiles.

3.3.2) Results

Figure 3.4 shows two secondary ion speclra of bovine insulin with Cs* and l-

primary ion bombardment respeclively. The condition and data acquisition times

were the same for the two spectra so that the relative intensity of [M+H]* can be

compared for the two different primary ion bombardments. The intensities of

light ions from the nitrocellulose substrate were also compared in the same

way, as shown in figure 3.5. lt can be seen from figure 3.4 that the intensity of

[M+H]* from 35 keV iodine bombardment is about nine times as strong as that

from 10 keVcesium bombardment. The ratio of signal to noise (the peak height

of [M+H]* to the height of continuous background in the spectrum) is about the

same for the two spectra. There is a big pedestal around the [M+H]* peak in the

spectrum (b) of iodine bombardment. That raised background on the lighter

mass side of [M+H]. peak is due to the metastable decay of molecutar ions in

the accelerat¡on region. The molecular ions of insulin desorbed by iodine have

more decompos¡t¡on than those desorbed by cesium. The absolute continuous

background from iodine desorption is about three t¡mes as high as that from
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ces¡um desorption.
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of positive secondary ion yields of insulin from Cs*

and l'primary ion bombardment; (a) direct spectrum for 10 keV Cs. bombardment;

(b) direA spectrum for 35 keV f bombardment.
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Flgure 3.5. Comparison of matrix ion yields from nitrocellulose substrate

under Cs* and l- primary ion bombardment; direa spectra of (a) from 10 keV Cs*

bombardment, and (b) from 35 keV l' bombardment.
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The reason that l- ion gun produces higher background than Cs* ion gun in the

secondary mass spectra is due to the continuous neutral component in the

iodine ion beam. The continuous leakage of neutral species into the stit will

lead to the continuous background in the secondary ion spectra. The neutral

species are probably produced by collísions during the extraction and acceleration

of l- ions in the source. The collisions may knock off the attached electrons on

the extracted negative iodine ions. Figure 3.5 shows that the intensity of light

secondary ions (masses below 200 u) from the substrate with 35 keV iodine

bombardment is about three times as large as that with 10 keV cesium

bombardment.

The secondary ion mass spectra of substance P (M.W.=1348 u) and renin

substrate (M.w.=1760 u) were measured with 35 keV iodine primary ion

bombardment, as shown in figure 3.6. We can make an indirect comparison of

these two molecular ion intensities for iodine and cesium primary ion desorption.

The positive secondary ion mass spectra of the two peptides have been taken

in Manitoba TOF ll with 12 keV cesium primary ions [51]. The ratio of intensity of

molecular ion to the light ion from the substrate does not show obvious increase

for the two peptides under 35 keV iodine bombardment, as compared with 12

keV cesium bombardment. That means there is no mass-discriminated

enhancement of secondary ion yield for the molecular weights up to 1760 u

under 35 keV iodine bombardment, as compared with the big enhancement of

molecular ion yield for insulin relative to light matrix ions. The secondary ion

mass spectrum of Aprotinin (M.W.=6512 u), obtained with 35 keV iodine

desorption, is shown in figure 3.7, giving a another example about the enhanced

secondary ion yield of heavy proteins with the increased bomþarding energy.
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No secondary molecular ion signals of aprotinin were observed in Manitoba

TOF llwith 12 keV cesium primary ions [B].
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Figure 3.6. Reflected mass spectra of (a) substance P; (b) renin substrate;

with 35 keV iodine primary ion bombardment.
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Figure 3.7. Direct mass spectrum of positive secondary ions for Aprotinin

(M.W.=6512 u) with 35 keV l- primary ions.

3.4) Mass resolutlon wlth l' lon gun

There are quite a few factors influencing the mass resolution of a time-oÊflíghl

mass spectrometer, as described in reference [51]. Among the mosl important

factors are the time width and the beam quality of the primary ion beam. The

time width of iodine primary ion beam is about twice as wide as that of the

cesium primary ion beam, and the beam quality of iodine is not as good as
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cesium, as described in section 3.2). So for the iodine ion gun it is impossible to

obtain the same mass resolution as for cesium ion gun. Figure 3.8 shows the

isotopic pattern of the molecular ion peak of renin substrate. By taking the full

width at half maximum of one isotopic peak, the mass resolution turns out to be

about 3000, as compared with mass resolution 7000 for organic samples obtained

with the cesium ion gun [51].
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Figure 3.8. The isotopic pattern of the positive molecular ion peak of renin

substrate (M.W.= 1760 u), desorbed by 35 keV f primary ions.

It can be seen from the isotopic pattern that the gap between adjacent peaks is

not very deep. The metastable decays of molecular ions could lead to the raised
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gaps. Strong daughter ion signals from the metastable decays of molecutar ions

were also observed for renin substrate with 35 keV iodine primary ion desorption,

as shown in figure 3.9. The acquisition time for the daughter ion spectrum was

only about haìf an hour with 2 k{z repetition rate of ion gun. For cesium gun it

usually takes a much longer time than half an hour to get a good daughter ion

264 42773 55282 67791 80300
Flight Time (ns)

Figure 3.9. The positive daughter ion mass spectrum from the metastable

decays of molecular ions of renin substrate with BS kev l- primary ions.

spectrum. So the molecular ions desorbed by 35 keV iodine projectiles could

show stronger metastable decays than those desorbed by 12 keV cesium

projec{iles. Similar results have been obtained in our laboratory for another
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peptides, namely, alamethicin (M.W. - 2000 u), for which even stronger metastable

decays of molecular ions were observed with 30 keV iodine primary ion projectíles,

resulting in the raised gaps between isotopic peaks [52].

Atthough the mass resolution obtained with l- ion gun is about the half of that

with Cs* gun, the reproducibility of mass resolution is better than that for Cs* ion

gun. New adjustments of the cesium gun are necessary to get optimum mass

resolution whenever the gun is turned on again for a new measurement. The

position of the cesium aluminosilicate bead on the tungsten wire fitament is

changed during heating up, resulting in changed conditions in the ion gun. On

the other hand the iodine ion source is a fixed ptug of ionizer which does not

displace appreciably during heating up to high temperature. So, once the ion is

adjusted to optimum, almost no more adjustments are needed to recover the

optimum conditions the next time the ion source is heated up.

3.5) Performances of the l' lon gun wlth other samples

The reflected mass spectra of positive secondary ions have been measured

for quite a few peptides with 35 keV iodine primary ions. Only several typical

ones will be presented here. Figure 3.10 shows the reflested mass spectra of

positive secondary ions for insulin. lt can be seen from figure 3.10 that no

fragment ion peaks are present. ln the expanded part of the spectrum, it can be

seen that the two peaks of [M+Na]* and [M-14. are observed and well separated

from [M+H]*. The isotopic peaks of molecular ion peak can not be resolved for

insulin. The time width of the [M+H]. peak is about 40 ns (FWHM) which is close

to the isotopic distribution limit. The resulting mass resolution is about 600 for
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insulin. As compared with the reflected mass spectrum of insutin obtained with

cesium ion gun [51] a relatively stronger metastable decay peak, [M-11*, is

observed with iodine primary ion desorption, which means that the molecular

ions undergo more decays. Figure 3.11 shows the reflected mass spectrum for

p-endorphin. Again only a few fragments are observed in the speclrum.
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Figure 3.11. Reflected mass spec{rum of positive secondary ions for p-

endorphin, M.W.=3465 u, with 35 keV l'primary ions.

For some Pept¡des of masses below 2500 u, strong fragmentations were

observed, for example, ACTH(19-gg) (M.w.=2466 u), as shown in figure g.12.
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Figure 3.12. Reflected mass spectra of AOTH (18-99), w¡th gs keV l- primary

ions.
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All the fragment peaks, specified for the

are present ¡n the spectrum. So iodine

strong fragmentations for some peptides.

sequence information of the peptide,

primary ion desorption can produce

3.6) Discussion

We can summarize the above experimental results as follows. The yields

of secondary molecular ions (masses below 2OO0 u) and light substrate matrix

ions under 35 keV l- bombardment are about three times as high as those under

10 keV Cs*bombardment. The enhancement is present forall masses in that

range. ln a higher mass range, secondary ion yields show a larger enhancement

with increased bombarding energy. For example, the secondary molecular ion

yield of insulin under 35 keV l- bombardment is about nine time as high as that

under 10 keV Cs* bombardment. So secondary ion yields of molecules with

masses above 5000 u have the three times enhancement as high as those with

masses below 2000 u under tr¡pled bombarding energy. The molecular ions

desorbed by 35 keV l- bombardment show retatively strong metastabte decays.

Higher bombarding energy could produce higher ¡nternal excitation of desorbed

ions, resulting in stronger metastable decays.

Although the yields of molecutar ions increase with the energy of the

bombarding energy of projectiles, the mass spectra obtained with 35 keV l-

primary ions remajn the same as those obtained with 10 keV Cs*. Such similarity

in the mass spectra in spíte of the varying molecular ion yields suggests that

gas phase interactions do not play a significant role in determining the pattern
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of fragmentat¡on or in determining the ratio of observed fragments to the parent

ion intensity.

The emission process of secondary ions depends on the projec{ile mass

and energy, and on the type of target. The use of an appropriate matrix or

substrate, such as glycerol or nitrocellulose, resutts in a higher mass range, ion

yields, and cooler molecular ions compared to desorption from bulk samples or

metal substrates. ln both cases the increased mass range and ion yields can be

understood by considering an increased scale of the interaction, in one case

because more energy is deposited near the surface, and in the other case

because of less energy required to cause ejection.
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PART 2

lnvestigations of Matrix-Assisted Laser
Desorption with a Reflecting Time-of-Flight

Mass Spectrometer

l. lntroduction

ln last two decades, the laser has been gaining increasing use in mass

spectrometry. Laser ionization techniques and corresponding instrumentation

have greatly increased the ability of mass spectrometric analyses for a wide

range of molecules, particularly large biological molecules. Multiphoton ionization

(MPl) has proven to be an effective technique to get the molecular weights and

some fragmentation information for small molecules and some medium-size

molecules of masses less than 2000 units [1, 2]. Matrix-assisted taser desorption,

developed in recent years, has enabled the analysis of molecular weight for

proteins of masses larger than 200,000 u, polymers of masses up to 39,000 u

and some other large biomotecules [3]. The new technique has extended mass

spectrometry into the high mass range where all other desorption/ionization

methods cannot reach except the electrospray ionization technique.
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1.1) Multiphoton lonization

A molecule can be ionized by absorbing two or more photons through a

real or virtual ¡ntermediate state to become a radicat cation or fragment ions.

The multiphoton ionization process can usually occur when a visible or ultra-violet

laser power density reaches a threshold (e.g. 106 wcm2¡. Both resonant

absorption and non-resonant absorption can lead to the ionization of a molecule

as long as the mult¡photon energy is higher than the ionization energy of the

molecule. When a laser frequency is tuned to a real intermediate electronic

state, the cross section of ionization is greatly enhanced. The process is called

resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI). The most commonly used

one in mass spectrometry is the resonant two-photon ionization (R2pl).

Soft ionization, which produces molecular ions with little or no fragmentation,

generally appears to occur at modest laser irradiance (<106Wcm2¡ lor a wide

range of organic species [4, 5, 6]. Resonant two-photon ionization (R2Pl) can

provide very efficient soft ionization of molecules F, 8l and relatively sott ionization

of fragile and thermally labile biological molecules [9, 1O]. Extensive fragmentation

can be provided by increasing the laser power density or by varying the

wavelength chosen for ionization [fl. The actual photodissociation occurs through

two different general mechanisms; that is, either the ladder-climbing [11, 1 Zl or

ladder-switching processes [13, 14]. ln the former case, a molecular ion is initially

produced by MPI processes. As the laser power is increased, the motecular ion

will absorb additional photons, resulting in the excitation to a higher state. The

excited molecular ions will dissociate into ionic or neutral fragments. The

fragments may absorb subsequent photons, producing smaller ionic fragments.
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ln the second mechanism, a molecute is excited above the ionization state into

a super-excited state, and then auto-ionizes to produce neutral or ionic fragments.

ln the MPI technique, the desorption and ionization processes are separated,

different from particle induced ionization where desorption and ionization are

coupled directly. A supersonic jet technique has been used to cool the gaseous

sample molecules so that the broad absorption bands become sharp peaks,

and the selective excitation is possible. The setectivity of ionization makes it

possible to analyze mixtures of several substances [1S, 16].

The time-of-flight mass spectrometer is generally used in multiphoton

ionization experiments. The supersonic jet expansion greatly decreases the

thermal energy spread of sample molecules. The major limitatíon of mass

resolution for the instrument comes from the time width of the laser pulse (Sns-

10ns). A resolution up to 4000 has been obtained in the linear TOF mass

spectrometer by using MPI (1.5 ns time width of laser pulse) with a supersonic

jet source [1fl, in contrast to the typical resolution of around 200 obtained in

TOF instruments with an etfusive source. By using jet techniques, the resotution

of more than 10,000 has been obtained with reflecting TOF device [19, 1g].

Although the MPI techniques can provide both soft and hard ionization,

they have not yet ionized large biomolecules of masses much higher than 1000

u. For some pept¡des of masses around 1000 u, the sequencing fragments have

been obtained by the MPI TOF technique [1].
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1.2) Matrix-assisted laser desorption (MALD)

1 .2.1) Laser desorption

Before matrix-assisted laser desorption was first introduced in 19BB [20,

211, laser desorption had been used in mass spectrometry to desorb relatively

large and involatile organic molecutes [21,23]. ln laser desorption mass

spectrometry a sample solution is directly dropped onto a metallic substrate

(steel, silver, etc.) and dries up to form a layer of sample molecules. Both pulsed

(Ncl/YAG or COr) and continuous wave (COr) lasers have been used for laser

desorption, depending on the type of mass spectrometer coupled to the laser.

Time-of-flight and Fourier-transform mass spectrometers are most commonly

used with pulsed lasers 123,241. On the other hand, sector mass spectrometers

are used together with CW lasers [25]. The focused laser beam can produce

laser power density ranging from 106 wcmz to 1012 wlcm2. The power density

from 108 to10'2 is usually needed to desorb inorganic or atomic ions, and 106

-107 Wcmz for organic molecular ions. A wide range of industrial polymers of

masses up to 7000 daltons can be desorbed intac{ by LD/FTMS [26, 2fl. Some

organic and biological molecules of masses up to 50OO daltons have been

desorbed and detected, using laser desorption time-of-flight mass spectrometry

Í27, 28,291. Laser desorption can only produce fragment ions for very limited

number of molecules. Cabohydrates appear to be a particular good class of

compounds for LD analysis [29].
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1.2.2) Matrices

Multiphoton ionization and laser desorption have not been successful in

obtaining the mass spectra of heavy peptides or proteins of masses larger than

a few thousand units. The idea came up of mixing analytes with a matrix which

has strong absorption band at UV wavelengfths [20, 21,311. Karas and Hillenkamp

first used nicotinic acid matrix to successfully desorb the proteins of masses up

to 67000 u with a Q-switched quadrupled Ndnl/AG laser (266 nm) [20I. At same

time, Tanaka et al. used cobalt powder as a matr¡x to get the molecular ions of

proteins of masses up to 26000 u with a nitrogen laser (387 nm) [21].

The absorption of specific laser wavelengths of matrices is a prerequisite for

matrix-assisted laser desorption (MALD). But not all of them can be a candidate

for MALD. Beavis and Chait tried many matrices for UV laser desorption [92, gg,

34]. Among them sinapinic acid was the most successful matrix for some UV

laser wavelengths, for example, 266 nm and 3sS nm from a yAG laser, 387 nm

from a nitrogen laser and 308 nm fiom a XeClexcimer laser. Karas and Hillenkamp

found another matrix, 2,S-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB), which is also a good

UV MALD matrix. The matrix, called cr-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (4HCCA),

produces much smaller matrix signals and stronger molecular ion signals than

sinapinic acid matrix, and each spot on the target can last for many more laser

shots [36]. Several matrices have been found to be suitable for infrared laser

desorption (2.94 pm from erbium-YAG laser and 10.6 pm from TEA-co, laser)

[37, 38]. Nicotinic acid, DHB and sinapinic acid are also good matr¡ces for

¡R-LD. There are st¡ll several other matrices of caffeic acid, succinic acid, glycerol,

urea and tris butfer, for UV and lR MALD [3].
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Allthose matrix compounds are solids except glycerol. The matrix compound

is dissolved with a variety of solvents, then mixed with the analyte solution

according to certain molar ratio of matrix to analyte ranging from 100:1 to 50,000:1

[3]. The mixed solution is dropped onto a metal substrate (stainless steel or

silver), then dries in the air or vacuum. The crystallization process is important

for making a good target. Beavis has given some evidence about the attachment

of analyte molecules to matrix crystal planes with certain preferences [S9].

Hillenkamp et. al suggest that the analyte molecules are homogeneously

distributed in the matrix crystal. They grew a single matrix crystal of a few

millimeters in size containing protein molecules [40]. The single crystal gives a

slightly lower threshold of irradiance relative to the conventionat target

preparation, and sometimes produces almost no matrix ion signals. But another

experiment suggested a speculation that the matrix and analyte will partially or

fully separate during the target preparation procedure [41].

1 .2.3) lnstrumentation

The timeof-flight mass spectrometer is most commonty used for matrix-assisted

laser desorption. The Fourier transform mass spectrometer ¡s also a good

candidate. Both of them are suitable for the pulsed ion source generated by a

pulsed laser. The full mass spectrum from each laser pulse can be recorded at

same time. On the other hand, the magnetic sector mass spectrometer, which is

better fitted to a continuous ion source, has also been applied for MALD mass

spectrometry.

Theoretically the TOF mass spectrometer has no mass limit on ion
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transmission. The molecular ions of proteins of masses more than 200,000 u.

have been obtained by both uV and lR MALD mass spectrometry [42,97, gg].

For linear TOF instruments, the best mass resolution is in the range of m/Âm=300-

700 [43]. The reflecting mass spectrometer has higher mass resotution, with

m/Âm=5000 for polypeptides [44] and 1200 for proteins of masses up to 12,OOO

u. [45]. TOF mass spectrometer has very high sensitivity, with ion transmission

close to 100%. Usually only about 1 pmot of protein is needed for MALD analysis.

Under favorable conditions sensitivity of 1 fmol has been demonstrated [40].

The Fourier transform mass spectrometers demonstrate h¡gher mass

resolution than TOF instruments. A mass resolution of largerthan 13000 has

been reported for cytochrome C by adding sugar into the normal matrix to

reduce the metastable decay of molecular ions [46]. But the FT mass spectrometer

has an upper limit of mass due to technical problems. The heaviest molecular

ion that has been detected with this instrument, is trypsin (M.w.=29,470 u :)Í44.

With the magnetic sector mass spectrometer, molecular ions of proteins of masses

up to 15,000 u have been measured, but there is no improvement in mass

resolution relative to reflecting ToF mass spectrometer [4g, 49].

1.2.4) Application

Matr¡x-assisted laser desorption is a sott ionization technique which

produces molecular ions, multiply charged ions and cluster ions with no or few

fragment ions of the sample molecules. lt is etfective in determining the motecutar

weights of a single prote¡n or a mixture of proteins [50, 51]. lt can also tolerate

an appreciable extent of buffer and salt concentration, as normally used in
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biochemical procedures [46]. The molecutar ion and corresponding dimer of a

monoclonal antibody (M.W.=149,190 u) have been observed with the MALD

TOF technique [52]. This technique is atso applicable to other classes of

biopolymers. The analysis of natural polynucteotides with masses up to 38,000

u has been reported [53]. But it is more ditficutt to desorb polynucleotides than

proteins. Mixtures of synthetic oligonucleotides have also been resolved in UV

and lR MALD mass spectra [S4, SS, 56].

Matrix-assisted laser desorption can also produce limited fragmentation for

some proteins of masses less than 12,960 u (cytochome C), depending on

matrix, laser wavelength and especially the laser irradiance [51, SB]. These

fragments appear as metastable decay ions. For peptides of tyr-bombesin

(M.W.=1668 u) and another synthetic one (M.W.=1084 u), more metastable decay

ions containing the sequence information were observed [51]. The structure

information which can obtained with MALD is very limited for most peptides and

proteins unless enzymatic methods are combined.

1.3) lon efection process ln laser desorption (LD)

Although there are some proposed models for LD arìd MALD, the desorption

and ionization processes are not yet clear. The kinetic energy distribution of

ejected ions, with or without extraction field, can give some hints about the

desorption process.

Before MALD mass spectrometry was introduced, quite a few experiments

had been carried out for the measurements of kinetic energy distribution of ions

desorbed by laser from organic or inorganic surface under extraction field. Van
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de Peylet al. [59] measured the average kinetic energy of Na* ions desorbed by

a CO, laser to be 0.26 eV with an electrostatic energy analyzer. The value is

comparable to the measurement of 0.23 eV for thermionic emission of Na*.

Hardin and Vestal [60] found the kinetic energy spreads of K* ions and several

organic molecular ions, desorbed by a nitrogen-laser pumped dye laser (power

density <107 Wcmz) in a linear TOF instrument, in the range of 6-25 eV. Tabet

and Cotter [61] used a time-resolved techn¡que to measure the energy distribution

of ions emitted at different time after the laser (COr) pulse in a TOF analyzer.

They found the energy spread varied from 15 eV immediately following the

laser pulse to 0.31 eV at later times. The energy spreads fall into the range of

0.1-1 .0 eV for the ions emitted during 1 3-20 ms after the laser pulse. On scanning

instruments in which the source residence time is a few microseconds the high

energy ions will be lost to the walls of the source.

The above energy-spread measurements with TOF instruments were

based on the time width of the peak in TOF spectra except for Cotte/s

measurement. There could be some artifacls which come from other sources of

time-width broadening, for example, initial time spread. Mauney and Adams

used a more direct method to measure the kinetic energy distribution of laser-

desorbed ions with extraction field [62]. The experiment was performed on a

reflecting TOF instrument with the ion reflector used as ion cut-off so that the

energy d¡stribut¡on can be obtained by changing the reflestor voltage relat¡ve to

acceleration voltage. A thin carbon film was taken as sample. Energy deficits

ranging from 5 lo 17 eV were observed for ditferent negative carbon ions. The

deficits had a tendency to increase with mass in the range of 24-120 u. The

energy spreads were in the range of 5-20 eV.
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1.4) lon ejection process in MALD

The mechanism of matrix-assisted laser desorption is not yet quite clear.

Several experiments, associated with the average initial velocity and velocity

distribution of ejected matrix ions and analyte ions, have been done to get some

direst clues about the desorption mechanism [57, 63, 64]. ln these experiments,

a high extraction electric field (106 V/m) existed at the sample surface in the ion

source of TOF mass spectrometer. The time width of the ion peak in a time-of-flight

spectrum can not absolutely represent the initial velocity spread. The contribution

of initial velocity distribution to the final peak width cannot easily be separated

from that of other extraction etfects. ln the measurements of Ens et al. [64], the

dependence of time width on flight time was measured with constant acceleration

voltage and changing flight length. The initial axial velocity spread of insulin

molecular ions, obtained with the best fitted straight line for the dependence of

time width on the flight time, is about 50 eV, and corresponding average energy

along the axis is comparable to the 50 eV. The radial velocity spread of insulin

molecular ions was obtained by measuring the ion yield relative to the deflection

voltage for secondary ions [64], with a magnitude of about 2.4 eY. Beavis and

Chait made more accurate measurements of average initial vetocity and vetocity

spreads of molecular ions for some polypeptides (masses from 1000 to 15,600

u) without any complication caused by extraction fields [65]. The molecular ions

for different pept¡des have similar initial velocity distribution, with an average

initial velocity of approximate 750 m/s.

A few models of ion formation have been proposed for matrix-assisted
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laser desorption. Hillenkamp et al. [66, 67] have proposed a model that the

large particles containing matrix and analyte molecules are first desorbed, and

then the particles lose matrix species, leaving the vaporized analyte ions. Vertes

et al. [68, 69] have suggested a model based on homogeneous sample heating

by laser radiatíon followed by bulk sample evaporation. They assume non-

equilibrium state exists in the bulk sample vapor due to insutficient vibrational

coupling between matrix molecules and polypeptide molecules, allowing the

matrix molecules to be temporarily much hotter than the polypeptide molecules.

So the bulk sample vapor leads to intact, relatively cool polypeptide ions. Another

model, based on the formation of a supersonic jet expansion by laser radiation,

has been proposed for laser ablation of polymers [70, z1,z2l, the ablation of

large molecules in water ice by laser heating [73], and matrix-assisted laser

desorption [68J. ln this model for MALD, abundant rapidly-vaporized matrix

molecules carrying large analyte molecules undergo adiabatic expansion due

to the sudden phase transition, and form a supersonic free jet, which leads to

the cooling of translational motion of the molecutes in the jet. This model seems

to explain the observed uniform velocity of polypeptides [65] and the foruard-

dirested ejection of insulin molecular ions along the axis [64].

1.5) Electrospray ionization

Since the elestrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESl MS) was first

introduced by Fenn et al., it has become a powerful mass spectrometric technique

to analyze large biomolecules [74, 75]. A c-orresponding ionization mechanism

has also been proposed for the new ionization technique [75]. The electrospray
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ion source, which is placed in atmosphere, basically consists of a needte tube,

an electrode and a capillary. The mixed solution of sample and solvent is

introduced through a needle tube. A DC voltage, usually several thousand volts,

is applied between the needle and the electrode. The field at the needle tip

charges the surface of the emerging liquid, díspersing it by Coulomb force into a

fine spray of droplets. The charged droplets are driven to the inlet of the capillary,

which is floated at higher voltage than the electrode, by the electric field. At

same time, a dry air flow blows beside the inlet so that the sotvent vapor from

the vaporizing droplet along with any other uncharged material is swept away

from the capillary inlet. Meanwhile, the rapid evaporation of the emerging droplets

promotes a sequence of Coulomb explosions that gives rise to droplets with a

radius of curvature so small that the electric field at their surface is high enough

to desorb solvent ions into the ambient gas in one proposed mechanism. The

ions, together with air, are guided into the first low vacuum chamber, and migrate

through a skimmer to the high vacuum chamber for the mass spectrometer.

Quadrupole, magnetic sector, FT and TOF mass spectrometers have all been

coupled with the electrospray ion source; the quadrupole mass spectrometer is

most commonly used.

The electrospray ionization technique produces a series of multiply

charged molecular ions so that it can give more accurate determ¡nation of

molecular weights. lt gives minimal fragmentation no matter how large and

fragile the molecules are. The technique has successfully produced the mass

spectra of proteins of masses up to 150,000 u. [75, 76]. Electrospray mass

spectrometry, together with matrix-assisted laser desorption mass spectrometry

has revolutionized the mass spectrometric analysis of large biomolecules.
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ll. Reflecting Time-of-Flight Mass spectrometer for
Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption

The time-of-flight mass spectrometer is a good candidate for coupting w1h

a pulsed laser desorption ion source. The characteristics of high transmission,

full-spectrum acquisition, pulsed ion source, unlimited mass range, and economy,

have made it become the most popular mass spectrometer for matrix-assisted

laser desorption mass spectrometry. Many related stud¡es have been done for

the desorption mechanism and instrumentation.

2.1) Apparatus

2.1 .1') Brief description

The reflecting time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Manitoba TOF ll), designed

for secondary ion mass spectrometry, has been modified for matrix-assisted

laser desorption. Actually the original system is not changed except that the

laser desorption ion source and a separate data acquisition system are added,

as shown in figure 2.1. So the mass spectrometer can be run under both SIMS

and MALD mode.

ln the secondary ion time-of-flight mass spectrometer, a t¡me-to-d¡g¡tal

converter (TDC) is used for measuring the flight time of secondary ion signals

from a microchannel plate. Because the TDC is an ion-counting device, only
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Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of the reflecting time-of-flight mass spectrometer

(Manitoba TOF ll) for matrix-assisted laser desorption.

several different ions can be detec{ed for each primary ion pulse. More than

one ion arriving within the width of the detec{or pulse or within the deadtime of

the TDC is registered as only one count. On the other hand, one laser shot

produces several thousand ions or more in matrix-assisted laser desorption.
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The high ion transmission for TOF instruments makes most of the ions reach the

microchannel plate in the time range of a few hundred microseconds. A TDC

can not measure such a strong signal from MALD. A transient recorder is a

multichannel waveform recorder recording a rapidly time-varying electronic signal

after an external trigger. The minimum channel width can reach 1 ns or less, but

is typically 5 ns. So it can provide fairly good time resolution for the flight time of

desorbed ions. Because a transient recorder measures the whole waveform of

ion peaks from the pre-amplifier, any electronic ringing accompanying each ion

peak willalso be recorded in the time-of-flight spectra. Most TDCs have a minimum

channel width of 0.5 or 1 ns, and the accompanying electronic ringing can be

suppressed by imposing a dead t¡me. So it is better for mass resolution, and

has also been used for MALD measurements [64, 77], where laser power density

was kept around threshold and transmission was detiberately reduced to produce

counting rate compatible with a TDC.

The high ion yields with MALD causes another problem, instant

saturation of the microchannel plates. Strong matrix ion signats are always

produced in MALD so that the channels in microchannel plates are temporarily

saturated by those matrix ions, leaving a temporary reduced gain for late-arriving

molecular ions. A strong molecular ion peak can also decrease the gain of

microchannel plates for heavier molecular ions arriving at the detector later than

matrix ions. ln order to suppress the matrix signal, a set of deflection plates, on

which a pulsed voltage is applied, is placed after the acceleration region. One

plate is always grounded. For most of the time, the other plate is set at a high

potential (500-600 V) to deflect any ions passing through the deflecting field.

The potential drops to zero at some instant atter a laser shot, staying at zero
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potent¡al for a few hundred microseconds. That will leave a time window for all

molecular ions to pass through the deflection plates, rejecting only the light

matrix ions.

The dynode of the ion-to-electron converter is usually at -1 kV DC to eject

the electrons from the dynode due to ion bombardment. The ejected electron

beam is bent by a magnetic fietd to strike at microchannet plate. A pulsed

voltage can also be applied to the dynode so that the elec{rons from matrix ion

bombardment are not extracted by electric field. The time window of negative

potential of 1 kV will only allow the eleclrons from molecular ions to be extracled

for detec'tíon by microchannel plates. So the saturation of the bottom detector

from matrix-ion produced electrons can be eliminated. The block diagram of the

pulse generator, producing a delayed negative potential pulse of 1 kV, is shown

in fiOule 2 2

electrons

Trigger

OV

1_l-, kv

-1kv Dc

Flgure 2.2 The block diagram of a pulser producing a delayed negative

potent¡al pulse for ion-to-electron converter.
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The accelerat¡on distance has been increased to I mm from original S mm

so that the focr.¡sed laser beam can reach the target from the side of the acceleration

region. The nitrogen laser is placed horizontatly on an optical table. The beam

is focused by 50 cm focal-length quarE lens, and is titted about 12 degrees with

an optical wedge. The details about the optics and laser will be described in

section 2.1.3).

2.1.2) Data and control system

Figure 2.3 shows the block diagram of the electronic system for the MALD

TOF mass spectrometer. The nitrogen laser is externally triggered by the Atari

computer at the rate of almost 1 Hz. A very small part of the laser beam is

reflected onto a photo diode which converts the laser pulse into an etestronic

pulse. The electronic pulse is converted to a logic pulse by a discriminator, and

triggers the transient recorder (LeOroy 8828D).The response time of the photo

diode is in the order of one nanosecond. So the triggering pulse is nearly at

same instant as the laser beam arrives at the target. The electronic pulse from

the díode also triggers one of two H.V. pulse generator after a selectable detay.

The H.V. pulse generators are used to suppress the matrix signat;one is connected

to the deflestion plate and the other to the electron converter.

The two high voltage power supplies for acceleration and the etectrostatic

miror are controlled by the computer through a digital-to-anatog converter (DAC).

Two digital figures set from the computer are converted to two DC vottages,

which are fed to the power supplies which have voltage controlled output. The

value of the high voltage is the same as the digital sett¡ng in the computer
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Flgure 2.3. The block diagram and t¡m¡ng of the electronic system for MALD

time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
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program. The acceleration voltage can also be set at two ditferent values, V&h

and VH, corresponding to different triggering putses. ln the triggering putse

series from the computer, the acceleration voltage can be set at VH for all

odd-numbered pulses, and at vr'eh for all even-numbered putses. That is, the

acceleration voftage is alternated between Vh ard \Èoh for adjacent laser pulses.

This atternating voltage technique is important for the instant subtraction of two

successive spectra and the correlation measurement, which will be discussed

in detail later.

2.1.3) Laser and optics

Figure 2.4 shows the schematic diagram of laser and optics. The nitrogen

lris Lens Attenuator Beam shitter Beam tilter

Figure 2.4. The schematic diagram of laser and optics for the MALD TOF

mass spectrometer.

Target

laser (model VSL-337ND, from Laser Science lnc., Cambridge, Massachusetts,
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USA) has spectral output of 337 nm. The pulse energy is greaterthan 175 mJ,

and the pulse duration is 3 ns. The peak power is 70 kW. The beam is L-shaped,

formed by a7 mm wide square with a 3 mm wide square cut from one conner.

The specified beam divergence is less than 0.3 mrad. The beam is focused by a

quartz lens of 50 cm focal length. The circular gradient neutral density filter has

a continuously varying attenuation which controls the laser irradiance for the

target. Two combined optical wedges allow a two dimensional shift of the laser

beam to cover the whole target area. The beam tilter steers the horizontal laser

beam by about 12 degrees to irradiate the target at an angle.

The maximum laser power density on the focused spot on the target can be

estimated according to the conditions of laser and optics. The laser beam will

pass through six optical reflecting surfaces before reaching the target. Each

surface will cause about 8% attenuation. Suppose the peak power is 70 kW, as

specified by the laser manual. Neglecting the absorption of all the quartz optics,

the peak power reaching the target is about 40 kW. Considering the focal length

of the lens (50 cm) and beam divergence (<0.3 mrad), the size of the focused

spot on target is estimated to be less than 0.15 mm in diameter. So the estimated

maximum power density is higher than 1.7X108 W/cmz without any attenuation

from the attenuator. The actual power density used in MALD is in the order of

magnitude of 106 Wcmz.
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2.2) Performance

2.2.1) Sample preparation

Protein or peptide samples were dissolved in 0.1"/o TFA in water. The

concentrations are in the range from 0.03 g/L to 5 g/L, depending on the sample.

The corresponding molar concentrations were between 10-4 to 10-6 M. Sinapinic

acid and t- cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (4HCCA), were used as matrices for

most of our measurements. They were dissolved in a solvent of water and

acetonitrile (1:4 in volume) with the concentration of 10 g/L. Usually, a few

microliters of sample solution was mixed with 20 pL matrix solution. Then 10-20

pL of the mixed solution was dropped onto an etched silver foil of 1 cm in

diameter and allowed to dry in air. The total load of protein sample was in the

order of magnitude of picomole, depending on the motecular weights of the

protein. Figure 2.5 shows two microscopic photographs of the insulin targets

with sinapinic acid and 4HCCA matrix.

2.2.2) Mass spectra from MALD

Mass spectra of proteins and peptides have been taken on the reflecting

time-of-flight mass spec'trometer (Manitoba TOF ll) with the matrix-assisted laser

desorption technique. The new technique shows great advantages over other

desorption techniques for desorbing and ionizing heavy proteins.

Matrix-assisted laser desorption is usually a soft ionization technique which

produces mainly molecular ions, multiply charged ions and cluster ions.
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Figure 2.5. Microscopic photographs of the two lnsutin targets with (a) sinapinic

acid matrix, and (b) 4HccA matrix, on an etched silver substrate

(b)
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Figure 2.6. Direct mass spectrum of matrix-assisted laser desorption of

lysozyme (M.W.=14307 u); Nz laser (}"=337 nm)i caffeic acid matrix.

Figure 2.6 shows the direct mass spectrum of lysozyme. The mixture of several

proteins can also be analyzed without ¡nterfering with each other. Figure 2.7

shows the reflected mass spectrum of the mixture of Substance P, insulin and

digests of lclR protein (sample A). The sott ionization feature for MALD can

provide a powerful analytical approach for determining the molecular weights of

heavy prote¡ns and identify the mixture of proteins and peptides. Figure 2.8

shows a direct mass spectrum of the mixture of carbonic anhydrase (M.W.=2BOZ1

u) and myoglobin (from horse skeleton, M.W.=16952.5 u).

lM+3Hl 3+
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Figure 2.7. Reflected mass spectrum of matrix-assisted laser desorption of

the mixture of Substance P (M.W.=1348 u), insulin (M.W.=5733 u) and the digests

of lclR protein (sample A, M.W.=28958 u); N, laser; 4HCCA matrix.

2.2.3) Sensitivity

Strong matrix ion intensity will temporarily decrease the gain of the microchannel

plate detection and suppress the heavy molecular ion signals. Deflecting away

the light matrix ions will increase the detection etficiency of heavy molecutar

ions. A comparison measurement has been taken for trypsin, as shown in figure

2.9. lt can be seen from the spectra that the absolute yield of trypsin ions obtained
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Figure 2.8. The direct mass spectrum of matrix-assisted laser desorption of a

mixture of carbonic anhydrase (M.W.=29021 u) and myoglobin (M.w.=169s2.s

u); N, laser;4HCCA matrix.

with suppressed light ions is over four times for [M+2H]t* as high as without

suppressing the matrix ions, about three times for [M+H]* and only two times for

[M+3HJ$. These different enhancements for the d¡fferent charge states could be

due to ditficutty in reproducibility from spot to spot and from shot to shot, leading

to the variation in the ratios of the intensities of different charge states. Even

though the molecular ions of trypsin reach the top detector about 50 ps later

than matrix ions, the gain of the microchannel plates at that moment has not

recovered to the normal condition. Even a strong peak from doubly charged
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Figure 2.9. Direct mass spectra of matrix-assisted laser desorption of trypsin

(M.W.=23470 u);4HCCA matrix; (a) matrix ions not suppressed; (b) matrix ions

suppressed; both from 50 shot accumulation.
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ions of trypsin can suppress the molecular ion peak a tittle b¡t. So, in most of

our MALD mass spectra, the matrix ions were suppressed.

The target in Manitoba TOF ll is an etched silver disc of 1 cm in diameter,

while the target area is 2 mm in diameter in the Rockefetter group, and S mm2 in

the Munster group. So our target area is about 20 times as big as the¡rs if the

whole area is covered. So most of the sample on our target would be wasted so

that it would be difficult to compare the sensitivity of our instrument with other

groups. Usually, only a small target area is needed in an actual experiment. To

get around this problem, only a small area, about 2 mm in diameter, was etched

by a drop of strong nitric acid on a silver substrate. Then the target was rinsed

with water. The mixed sample and matrix solution was dropped onto the small

etched area, staying in the area to dry up.

With the above method of sample preparation mass spectra from matríx-

assisted laser desorption have been obtained for 35 fmol trypsin, as shown in

figure 2.10 a. ln order to try the limit of sensitivity of our instrument, about I fmol

trypsin was loaded onto the taçet. The corresponding mass spectrum is shown

in figure 2.10 b. The mass spectrum from I fmol trypsin has a very poor ratio of

signal to noise. Ahhough it is not analytically useful spectrum, the two peaks of

doubly and singly charged molecular ions are still observable.

Figure 2.11 shows the direct spectra of matrix-assísted taser desorption of

albumin (M.W.=62000 u). Only 10 pmol albumin sample was loaded on to the

target The dimer ions of albumin have been detested, as compared with the

observation of trimer ions by Hillenkamp group [70]. The poor intensities of

dimer and trimer ion peaks are mainly due to the very low detection efficiency of

our ¡on detector for low-velocity heavy ions. The reason why trimer ions were
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Figure 2.10. Direct mass spectra of matrix-assisted laser desorption for (a) 35

fmol trypsin (M.W.=23470 u), accumulated from 100 laser shots, and (b) I fmol

trypsin, accumulated from 300 laser shots; N, taseç 4HccA matrix.
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Figure 2.11. Direst mass spectra of matrix-assisted laser desorption of albumin

(M.w.=67000 u); 10 pmol albumin loaded; N, taser; 4HccA matrix; (a) sum of

10 single-shot spectra; (b) sum of 100 single-shot spestra.
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not detec'ted in our measurement could be due to the poorer detection efficiency

for heavy ions in our instrument compared to Hillenkamp's instrument in which

3 kV extraqtion and 20 kV post acceleration before the detector were used, and

no post acceleration voltage was designed for our detector at that time. ln our

instrument, only 15 kV acceleration vottage was used for the measurement. So

the ions in our experiment got I keV less energy than theirs to hit microchannel

plate. The reduced electron yield due to lower ion energy could be explained by

the result that electron/ion ratio produced from a dynode decreases with the

velocity or energy per mass unit of incoming ions [33, part l]. Also an electron

multiplier, which can handle higher ion signal than microchannet without

saturation, was used a detector in the Munster group, and as a second stage

after a microchannel plate in the Rockefeller group.

2.2.4) Mass resolution

Although MALD ToF mass spectrometry can get mass spectra of very

heavy biomolecules, its mass resolution is much lower than in FAB mass

spectrometry, MALD FT MS and secondary ion time-of-ftight mass spectrometry.

The relatively poor mass resolution results from a variety of factors, for example,

adduct ions, initial energy and time spreads, metaslable decays and the properties

of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer itself. Some experiments have been done

on the reflecting TOF mass spectrometer (Manitoba TOF ll) to study the mass

resolution for MALD.

Mass resolutíon is sensitive to laser irradiance. Figure 2.12 shows a

reflected mass spectrum of substance P obtained near the threshold for laser
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power density. Here the mass resolution for substance P is about 1600 (FWHM).
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Figure 2.12. Reflected mass spectrum of matrix-assisted laser desorption of

substance P (M.W.=1347 u); laser irradiance near threshold; sinapinic acid matrix;

m/Âm =1600 (FWHM).

The peak intensity from each single shot was kept very weak by keeping the

laser inadiance near threshold to get th¡s isotope-peak resolved spectrum. When

the laser irradiance was increased above the threshold, the isotopic pattern

could not be obtained. From the spec{rum it can be seen that electronic ringing

signals were also picked up to be superimposed onto real ion peaks. The

ringing signals can not be avoided if they are present in the detestor signal and

lsotopic Pattern of Molecular lons
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a trans¡ent recorder is used to collect the signals. But, if a TDC is used to coltect

the signals, the accompanying elec{ronic ringing signals can be avoided. But, a

TDC is an ion counting device which measures the flight time of only several

ions for each trigger. So it is not suitable for matrix assisted laser desorption

which produces thousands of ions per laser shot. There are only two reports

about using TDC as a data acquisition device in MALD ToF MS 164,24.

The mass resolution was found to decrease with increasing molecular

weight of proteins. Figure 2.13 shows the reflected mass spec-tra of insulin,

cytochrome C and trypsinogen. The mass resolution is about g00 for insulin,

600 for cytochrome C and 150 for trypsin. Here electronic ringing signals are

small compared to other peak-broadening effects. lt can be seen from the spectra

that daughter ion peaks always accompany their parent molecular ion peaks.

Those daughter ion signals are strong, and always present even when the laser

power density is near the threshold. The metastabte decays give the daughter

ions extra energy spreads. The daughter ions have less energy than their parent

molecular ions, resulting in a difference of flight time caused by electrostatic

mirror. The time difference between the daughter ions, for example, (M-17)*,

and their parent ions decreases with increasing molecular weight. The daughter

ion peak of insulin cannot be fully separated from the motecular ion peak. The

daughter ion peaks of cytochrome C are even closer to their parent molecular

ion peak than in the insulin case. The daughter and parent ion peaks are

jammed together for trypsin. So metastable decay is an important factor in limiting

the mass resolution for MALD TOF mass spectrometry. lf those daughter ion

peaks can be subtrasted from the spectrum, the mass resolution of the remaining

spectrum with only the parent ion peaks can be hopefully increased. The details
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of the instant subtrastion technique will be described in section 2.2.5).

24
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1
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1 1 00 133445 133790 1 341 35 1 34480

200
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166920 167635 ' 168350 1 69065 1 69780
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Flgure 2.13. Reflested mass spectra of matrix-assisted laser desorption of (a)

lnsulin, (b) Cytochrome C, and (c)Trypsin; N, laser; 4HCCA matrix.
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2.2.5) Subtraction of daughter ions

ln MALD TOF mass spectrometry the desorbed molecular ions of prote¡ns

always undergo metastable decays, leading to satellite peaks of daughter ions

beside the molecular ion peak. The energy difference between the daughter

ions and molecular ions decreases with molecular weight. For example, the

energy ditference between (M+H). and its daughter ion, (M-17)* is about 45 eV

for insulin,2l eY for cytochrome C and 11 eV for trypsin when the acceleration

voltage is 15 kV. The electrostatic mirrorwill separate the daughter ions from

their parent ion in flight time. But the time difference decreases with molecular

weight, leading to reduced mass resolution.

When the acceleration voltage is set lower than the mirror voltage (for

example, Vr-Vu".h=10-20 eV), a normal reflected mass spectrum, including both

parent and daughter ions, is obtained in bottom detector. But, if the acceleration

voltage is increased a little bit higher than the mirror vottage (for example,

V.-%onþn=-2O V), the parent ¡ons will pass through the mirror, but daughter ions

are still reflec{ed due to their smaller energy. How much higher the acceteration

voltage should be is determined by several fac{ors. First, considering the energy

deficit of parent ions (parent ions do not get full acceleration voltage, which will

be studied in detail in chapter lll), the acceleration vottage has to be increased a

little bit further above the mirror voltage so that the parent ion peak totally

disappears, or at least partly disappears, in the reflected spectrum. Second,

%onbn cannot be too much higher than V, so that the daughter ions do not have

enough energy to pass through the mirror. Third, the difference betweeñ V"."*

and V"ohþh should be in the range in which the mirror can compensate for the
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energy difference at the target to give nearly the same flight time of daughter

ions, or parent ions, under two acceleration voltages. Atl these criteria depend

on the molecular weight. The best result of a subtraction spectrum can be

experimentally obtained by trying several combinations of the two acceteration

voltages.

The instant subtraction of the daughter ion spectrum is achieved by

alternating the acceleration voltage between %."* and væh¡ch. The high vottage

power supply for the acceleration is controlled by the computer. The odd-

numbered pulses from computer set the power supply at V"""h, leading to normal

reflected mass spectra. On the other hand, the even-numbered pulses set the

power supply at væchich, resutting in daughter ion spectra. Each even-putse

transient can be immediately subtracted from the previous odd-pulse transient

in computer. Or the accumulated even-pulse spectrum is subtracted from the

accumulated odd-pulse spectrum atter the experiment. For two successive laser

shots the target and laser conditions are not expected to change appreciably.

Figure 2.14 shows the normal refleaed spectrum, metastable ion spectrum

and subtraction spectrum for insulin. ln the subtraction spectrum, the daughter

ion peak, (M-17)*, almost disappears. The mass resolution has no obvious

improvement over normal reflected spectrum, and also the spectrum is simplified.

The ta¡l of (M+H). peak on low mass side is gone in the subtraction spectrum.

The peak width of molecular ion is confined by the isotopic pattern which cannot

be resolved by current MALD TOF technique. The advantage of the subtraction

technique is obvious in the spectrum of c¡ochrome C, as shown in figure 2.15.

ln the reflected spectrum, the daughter ion peaks are squeezed together with

the molecular ion peak, leading to mass resolution about 600. But, in the
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Figure 2.14. Reflected mass spec{ra of matrix-assisted laser desorption of

lnsulin; (a) normal reflested spectrum, accumulated from odd shots where Vn.,-

V oÞ=20 V, (b) metaslable decay ion spectrum, accumulated from even shots

where Vr-V"omh=-15 V, (c) subtract¡on spectrumi Nz laser; 4HCCA matrix.
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subtraction spectrum, all the daughter ion peaks are gone, leaving several

resolved peaks. Even two fragment ion peaks produced directly on the target

and jammed together with daughter ion peaks are extracted from a bunch of

daughter ion peaks in the normal reflec'ted spectrum. The mass resolution in the

subtrastion speclrum is about 2000 for cytochrome C.

Figure 2.16 shows the normal reflected spectrum and the subtraction

spectrum of trypsin. The continuous background from metastable decays of

trypsin in the acceleration region has also been subtracted by this procedure.

The mass resolution is about 150 forthe normal reflected spectrum, and 300 for

the subtracted spectrum. The improvement of mass resolution for trypsin is not

as good as for cytochrome C. There are usually several components with close

molecular weights for trypsin. Those molecular ion peaks are so close in flight

time that the subtraction of metastable decay ions can not give good improvement

on resolution. Trypsinogen is considered to be more pure than trypsin. The

spectra of trypsinogen are shown in figure 2.17. The mass resolution is about

150 in normal reflected spectrum, and 650 in subtracted spectrum. The mass

resolution for trypsinogen is better than for trypsin, but still not as good as for

cytochrome C. The heavier the molecular ion, [M+H]*, the smaller the flight time

difference between the daughter ion, [M-17]*, and [M+H]*.So the daughter ion

is almost jammed together with their parent ion. The subtraction of daughter

ions is not sufficient to improve the mass resolution enough.

The subtract¡on technique just extracts the metastable decay ion peaks

from a composite peak, including the daughter ions and stable ions, to increase

the mass resolut¡on. But, when the mass spectrometer is set for the subtraction

operation, the mirrorvoltage is usually 10-20 V higherthan acceleration voltage
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Figure 2.15. Reflected spectra of matrix-assisted laser desorption of

Cytochrome C, (a) normal reflected spectrum, and (b) subtrac-tion spectrum,

obtained by subtracling daughter ion peaks from the normal reflested spectrum.
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Figure 2.16. (a) Normal reflected, and (b) subtraction, speclrum of matrix-

assisted laser desorption of trypsin; N, laser; 4HCCA matrix.
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Figure 2-17- (a) Normal reflecied, and (b) subtraction, spectrum of matrix-

assisted laser desorption of trypsinogen; N, laser; 4HccA matrix.
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for acquiring a normal reflec{ed spectrum. So this minor vottage is not optimized

for compensation of initial energy spread of molecular ions. Usually the best

mírror voltage on TOF ll is about 1.5 kV higher than the acceleration voltage to

get the best compensation of initial energy spread when v"o is 1s kV. So, from

this point of view, the subtraction method is not expected to give good

compensation of the initial energy spread. But, when resolution is limited by the

isotopic width to - 2000 anyway, this is unlikely to matter. The choice of the two

extreme conditions in taking real mass spectra depends on which factor,

metastable decay or initial energy spread, is more influential for the mass

resolution.
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2.3) MALD MS analysis of lclR protein

lclR protein is a cDNA recombinant produst, synthesized by Dr. Duckworth

et al. in the Chemistry Department at the Universíty of Manitoba. The gene for

producing the protein is called lclR (GenBank accession no. M31761). The

sequence of the protein can be predícted from the DNA sequence, as shown in

table l.

Table l. Predic{ed sequence for lclR protein.

7
25
43I .f*)

ier
t,,
ie7
i115
133
151
169
187
205
223
241
259

Met Val Ala Pro lle pro

f]a _Lys 
Arg Gly Arg Lys pro Ara Vat Ata Thr Afa pro Ata Thr Gty Gln Vat

Gln ser Leu Thr trg 9ty Leu Lys Leu Leu Gtu Trp ile Ala Gtu ser Asn Gty
ser Van Ala Leu Thr Glu Leu Ala Gln Gln Ala Gly Leu pro Asn ser Thr Thr
His Arg Leu Leu Thr Thr Met Gtn Gtn Gtn Gty ptie val Arg Gtn val e t/ ctu
!9, glv His Trp Ata ile Gty Ata His Ata phe Met vat Gty ser ser phe Leu
Gln ser Arg Asn Leu Leu Ala ile Val His pro lle Leu Arg Asn Leu Met Glu
Glu ser Gly Gtu Thr VatAsn Met Ata vat Leu Asp Gtn õer Asp His clùã1"
l_19 tlg lle Asp Gln Vat Gtn cys Thr His Leu Met Arg Met ser Ala pro lte
cly Qly Lys Leu Pro Met His Ara ser Gty Ata Gty lys Ata phe Leu Ala Gtn
Leu ser Gtu Gtu Gtn var rhr Lys Leu teu uis nig [ys Gty Leu HÈ ÂË Ty,
Thr His Ala Thr Leu vat ser pro Vat His Leu Lys-Gú nsp Leu Ala Gln Thr

;' ä ilä';',ì'ï ï, li3,'Ël,Ti ifd Url
Leu Ala Ala cys ile phe Asp Gtu His Arg Glu pro phe Ata Rlá ¡te ser iíe
.!e1 Gly Pro lle ser.Arg ile Thr fsp Asp Ãrg vat rhr Gtu phe Gty Ata Met ival lle Lys Ala Ata Lys Glu vatrhr Leu AtãTyr Gty Gty Met Ari :

From its sequence, the molecular weight for lclR protein can be determined to

be 29,739.3 u.
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2.3.1) Molecular weight

The lclR protein was formed with two liquid chromatographic components,

which were called sample A and sample B. The molecular weight of the protein

can be experimentally determined, using matrix-assisted laser desorption mass

spectrometry. The MALD mass spectra were taken for sampte A itself and for a

mixture of sample A and myoglobin, as shown in figure 2.19. Myoglobin, which

has a molecular weight of 16,951.5 u, was used as calibration. Similar mass

spectra were also obtained for sample B and for the mixture of sampte B and

myoglobin, as shown in figure 2.19. lt can be seen from the spectra that the

singly and doubly charged Myoglobin peaks can be used for the catibration of

those singly and multíply charged molecular ion peaks of the lclR protein. The

calibration results for sample A and sample B are shown in table ll.

Table ll. Positive molecular ions of lctR protein

Theoretical molecular weight = 29739.3 u

[M+H]*

Sample A

Exptl. mass

28940 a 10

28927 *10

28923 r 10

28930 + 10

28930 r 1 0

- 809.3

Sample B

Exptl. mass

28937a 10

28932 r 1 0

28933 t 1 0

28924 + 10

28932r, 1 0

- 807.3

[M+2H]a

IM+3H]s

IM+4H]+

Average. M

Â(exptl. - theor.)
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Figure 2.18. Direct mass spectra of matrix-assisted taser desorption of (a) lclR

prote¡n (sample A), and (b) mixture of sample A and myoglobin; N. laser,

irradiance near threshold; 4HCCA matrix.
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Figure 2.19. Direcl mass spectra of matrix-assisted laser desorption of lclR

protein (sample B), and (b) mixture of sample B and myoglobin; N, laser, inadiance

near threshold; 4HCCA matrix.
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It can be seen that the experimental molecular weight is 809.3 mass units less

than theoret¡cal one for sample A, and 807.3 mass units less than predicled one

for sample B.

Sample A was sent to University of Victoria for the analysis by Edman

degradation. The result showed that the first amino acid residue on N terminus

is arginine rather than methionine, as predicted from theoretical sequence of

the protein. And the sequence of first twenty amino acid residues starting from

arginine on N terminus is the same as the predicled sequence if eight residues

missing. So it can be seen from the predicted sequence that the first eight

amino acid residues are missing. Considering the eight missing amino acid

residues, the new calculated molecular weight for lclR protein (sample A) is

28931.3 u, which is close to the experimental masses of both samples. So both

Edman degradation and mass spectrometr¡c results of molecular weight give

the indicatíon that the eight amino acid residues on N-termínus are missing for

lclR proteins. Therefore it is necessary to do the enzymatic digestions on the

protein to check its sequence with MALD mass spestrometry.

2.3.2) Gyanogen bromide digestion of the lctR protein

Cyanogen bromide is supposed to cleave the protein on the C-terminal

side of methionine residues. The digestion for sample A or sample B was

performed in a vial for two hours by Dr. Duckworth. Then the digested samples

were taken for MALD mass spectrometric analysis. The cyanogen bromide

cleavage products expected from the sequence of the protein are listed in table

il¡.
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Table ll¡. Expected cyanogen bromide cleavage products of lclR protein

(assuming I residues deleted)

Peptide fragment AAs

9-67
68-90
91 - 113

114 - 122
123 - 144

145 - 146

147 - 156
157 - 2s8

259 -273
274

expected mass

6165.1

2519.9
2531.1

947.0

2431.8
257.4
922.2

11209.7
1502.9

174.2

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

I
I
10

The MALD mass spectra for the digested samples A and B (two-hour digestion)

are shown in figure 2.20 and 2.21, where myoglobin is again used for calíbration.

It can be seen from the mass spectra of digested sample A and sample B that

they have almost the same fragments within a mass fluctuation of several mass

units. The observed fragments from two-hour digestion and their assignment

are shown in Table lV. Comparing the observed fragments and expected ones,

we can see some of the expected fragments and several of their combinatíons

in the speclra. But there are no signs of expected fragments of 5 and g, as

shown in table lll. The fragment 2 of mass 2520 u may be too weak and close to

a big peak of mass 2531 u lo be resolved in the direct spectra.
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Flgure 2.20. Direct positive ion mass spec'trum of matrix-assisted laser

desorption of cyanogen bromide digests of lclR protein (Sample A, two-hour

digestion); Myoglobin used for calibration; N, taser, irradiance near threshold;

4HCCA matrix.
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Figure 2-21. Direcl positive ion mass speclrum of matrix-assisted taser

desorption of cyanogen bromide digests of lclR protein (Sample B, two-hour

digestion); Myoglobin used as calibration; N, laser, irradiance near threshold;

4HCCA matrix.
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Table lV. Observed fragments from two-hour cyanogen bromide digestion of

lclR protein.

Exptl. mass
of fragment

11230.0 r 5
11277.9 t S

6162.0 t 2
5639.8 z 2
3701.8 t 2
3508.0 ¡ 2
2531.2 + 2
2521.0 t 2
1707.5 ¿ 2
1676.9 + 2
1503.7 t 2
1210.0 + 2
1 179.3 + 2

lntensity Tentative assign.
and calc. [M+HJ.

Ditf. between exptl.
and calc. mass

w
S

w
S
w
w
S

s
S

S

S

s
S

(1+2+3): 11277.1
(1): 6166.1

(1+2+3)2.: 5639.6
(a+5+6): 3696.4
(3+a): 3509.1
(3): 2532.2
(2): 2519.s

(9+10): 1708.1
(9+10): 1678.1
(e): 1503.s

(6+7): 1210.6
(6+7): 1180.6

-0.8

4.1

-0.2

-5.4

1.1

1.0

-1 .1

0.6
1.2

0.2

0.6
1.3

It was still a question if the strong peak of mass 11227 u is the

combination of fragments 1, 2 and 3, or a single fragment. ln order to confirm

this point, an over-night digestion was performed on the protein. Then spec{ra

were obtained in the same way for the digests of sample A and sample B.

Figure 2.22 shows the direct spectrum and part of the reflected spectrum for

digested sample B. lt can be seen from the direct spectrum that the peak of

mass 11277 u has almost disappeared, and a few peaks are squeezed together

around mass 2530 u. So the peak of mass 11277 is combination of fragment 1,
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Figure 2-221 (a) direct, and (b) reflected positive ion mass spectra of matrix-

assisted laser desorption for the cyanogen bromide digests of lcl3 protein (sample

8,24 hour digestion); insulin and substance P used for calibration; N, taser,

iradiance near the threshold; 4HCCA matrix.
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2 and 3, and the fragment 2 becomes apparent from the tonger-time digestion.

As shown in the reflected spectrum, the two fragments of masses 2SS1 u and

2520, along with corresponding daughter ions of [M-14*, are resolved. But the

expected fragments of 5 and I are still not observed with the longer-time digestion.

2.3.3) Tryptic digestion of the lctR protein

The experimental fragments, observed in the MALD mass spectra of

cyanogen bromide digests of lclR protein, could not confirm all the sequence-

specified fragments expected from the theoretical sequence of the protein. So a

tryptic digestion was performed by Dr. Duckworth on the prote¡n to check the

parts of its sequence which was not totally confirmed by the cyanogen bromide

digestion.

Figures 2.23 and 2.24 show the reflected MALD mass spectra from the

tryptic digests of lclR protein for sample A and sample B, where Substance p

and insulin were used as calibrants in the spectra. tt can be seen from the

spectra of tryptic digested sample A and sample B that they have almost exactty

the same fragments with a mass difference less than one mass unit. The expected

fragments from the theoretical sequence of the protein and the obserued fragments

are shown ¡n table V. Almost all the expected fragments are observed in the

spectra of the tryptic digested lclR protein. There are a few small fragments of

masses less than 320 u which are not present in the spectra. Because those

ions fall into the matrix ion range, they are probably jammed w¡th strong matrix

ion peaks. But it is a big question why the fragment g of mass 1211 u was not

observed.
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Flgure 2-24- Reflested pos¡t¡ve ion mass spectrum of matr¡x-ass¡sted laser

desorption of tryptic digests of lclR protein (sample B); substance p and insulin

used for calibration; N, laser, inadiance near threshold; 4HCCA matrix.
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Table V. Expected and observed fragments of tryptic digests of lclR prote¡n.

Peptide AAs
fragment

Calc.
mass

Exptl. lntensity
r¡ass

Am (exptl.-catc.)

-0.4
0

0.4
4.2
0.1

1

2
â

4
5

Þ

7

I
o

10

l1
12

13

14
15

9-11
12-29
30-æ
33-62
63-74
75-99

100- 110

111 - 145
146 - 163
164 - 176
177 - 181

182 - 20s
206 - 206
207 - 221

222- 246
247 - 261
261 - 264
265 - 274

177 - 180
199 - 205
208 - 221
181 - 198
10-æ

206 -221
181 -205

388.6
1797.1

317.4

3208.6
1422.5

2687.1

1259.6

3972.5
1711 .1

1464.7

666.9

2659.0
174.2

1765.9

2705.1

. 1696.0

289.4

1097.3

538.7
832.9

1609.7

1973.3

2010.3
1894.1

2787.2

388.4
1797.1

no

3209.0
1422.5

2687.2
1259.5

3973.0
no

1462.8

666.4
2659.3

no
1766.0

2703.4

1695.8

no

1097.0

538.5

832.9
16æ.7
1973.5

2010.5

1894.5

2787-s

S

S

S

s
S
ù
W

w
w
S

w
S

s

-0.1

0.5

-lo
4.5
0.3

16

17

18

0.1

-2.3

4.2

-0.3

{.2
0

0

0.2
0.5
0.4

0.5

19

20

21

22

23

24
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S

S

S
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w
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3.3.4) Conclusion

Summarizing the results of MALD MS analyses of lclR protein, we can

draw some conclusions. First we confirmed the I missing amino acid residues

on the N-terminus for the lclR protein. Secondly, the spectra from cyanogen

bromide and tryptic digests of the lclR protein confirmed most of the sequence

specified by the DNA. So matrix-assisted taser desorption mass spectrometry

can be used for determining the molecular weights of the cDNA recombinant

proteins. Combined with enzymatic digestion, it can also check their sequences

predicted from DNA.
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lll. Energy Distribution of Morecular lons Ejected lnto an

Electric Field in Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption

The initial energy spreads of molecular ions have been studied in

matrix-assisted laser desorption of proteins and peptides without extract¡ng

electric field [65]. But, under normal running conditions of MALD ToF mass

spectrometer, there is nearly always a strong extract¡ng electric field. lf all the

molecular ions are produced on the same equipotential surface on target and

have no energy loss due to collisions in extraction process, they will get full

acceleration energy, eV*", in addition to their initial energies. But there are atso

some possible processes which may cause them to lose some energy during

the extraction process. So the understanding of energy distributions of molecular

ions after coming out of the acceleration field can probably provide some

information about the ion formation and extraction processes in matrix-assisted

laser desorption mass spectrometry.

3.1) Experimental

3.1 .1) Energy distribution

ln a reflectíng time-of-flight mass spectrometer, accelerated ions are

reflectedthrough - 18O0by an electrostatic mirror, asshown in figure 2.1.¡f the

kinetic energy of a molecular ion is higher than a cutotf defined by the mirror
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potential, V,, ¡t will not be reftected by the mirror. When the mirror is set at the

same potent¡al as the target, those ions entering the mirror on-axis will pass

through the mirror due to theír initial energy if they gain the full acceleration

energy qV" and have no energy loss during the extraction process. On the

other hand, if the molecular ions lose some energy in the enract¡on process, or

they are not produced on the same equipotential surface on target, they may

have energy less than qV", ¡. e. they may have an energy deficit. Under this

condition, the molecular ions can st¡ll be reflected by mirror even when the

target is at the same potential as mirror. ln this way the electrostatic mirror can

be used as an energy cut-off device to measure the energy distribution of

accelerated ions. The method of measuring the energy distribution is as follows:

A voltmeter was connected across the target and the mirror to measure the

potential difference. Because of the high voltage on both target and mirror, the

voltmeter was isolated from ground by an insulating box. The mirror voltage was

fixed at 15 kV and the ac-'celeration voltage was varied around the miror voltage.

For each acceleration voltage, a reflected mass speclrum was taken so that the

relative intensity of molecular ions could be recorded as a func{ion of the potential

ditference between target and mirror.

Figure 3.1 shows a few reflected spec{ra of matrix-assisted laser desorption

of insulin for ditferent potential difference between target and minor. From those

spectra it can be seen that the intensity of the molecular ion peak decreases

with increasing aoceleration voltage relative to the daughter ion peak, (M-17)*,

which results from metastable decay in the field-free region. A common reference

is needed to compare the intensity of the motecular ion peak for ditferent reflected

mass spectra obtained with different acceleration vottages because of the intrinsic
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variat¡on in the intensity. One method is to take the daughter ion peak (M-17)*

for each spectrum as a reference peak so that the intensity of the molecular ion

peak relative to the daughter ion peak can be obtained for the corresponding

15
1

4660 115025 115390 115755 116120
Flight Time (ns)

Flgure 3.1. Refleoed mass spectra of matrix-assisted laser desorption of

insulin, taken with three different v,-%.. , but with fixed mirror voltage; (a) Vr-

V.."=25 V, (b) V,-Vo=-90 V, and (c) V,-V"*=-100 V; N, laser, inadiance several

times higher than threshold; V,=1S kV; 4HCCA matrix.
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accelerat¡on voltage. Because the daughter ions have less energy than the

intact parent ions, they can still be reflected back to bottom detestor even when

the acceleration voltage is a little bit higher than mirror vottage. The daughter

ions [M-14* of insulin have about 45 eV less energy than [M+H]. ions at 1S kV

acceleration voltage. lf v,'-v"o is in the range from -4s V to 0 v, all the [M-17]-

dzughter ions are reflested. But the intensity of molecutar ion peak could decrease

because some of them may pass through the mirror. So the ratio of intensity of

[M+HJ*to [M-17]. can be measured as a function of V,-v"- to examine the

energy distribution of molecular ions. Figure 3.2 shows an experimental result

of the distributíon for insulin.
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Figure 3.2. The ratio of reflected molecular ion intensity to [M-14. daughter

ion intensity for insulin as a function of the ditference in potential between the

mirror and the target; N, laser, irradiance several times higher than threshold;

4HCCA rnatrix.
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It can be seen from the energy distribution that there is still an appreciable

number of molecutar ions being reflected back to the bottom detector even

when the target potential is about 60 volts higher than the mirror potential. This

result means that the desorbed molecular ions of insutin have energy deficit.

More systematic measurements will be shown in section 3.2.

3.1.2') Normalization

As described in section 3.1.1, the [M-17]* daughter ion peak of insulin was

taken as a reference in each reflected spec{rum to measure the relative intensity

of reflec{ed molecular ion peak as a function of the ditference in potential between

the mirror and the target. The problem with this normalization method arises for

heavier prote¡ns than insulin because their [M-14. daughter ions have a smaller

energy difference from their parent ions than do insulin daughter ions. For

example, when V"""=15 kV, the energy difference between [M-17]. daughter

ions and parent ions is about 45 eV for insutin, 21 eY for cytochrome C and

about 11 eV for trypsin. With smalter energy difference between the daughter

ion and the intact parent ion, the energy distribution will overtap so that

normalization is difficult.

A more accurate normalization method can accomptished by alternating

the acceleration voltage between V"o* and Vacchrsh, as described in section

2.1.2). ln the series of laser shots, the acceleratíon voltage is set at V"oh for all

odd shots, where the acceleration voltage is lower than the mirror voltage. And

the acteleration voltage is set ât V"".t"on for even shots. Allthe odd-shot transients
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and sven-shot transients are summed up separately. The acceleration voltage,

v"".*, is kept constant to give a fixed and positive V,-voh, for example, 40 v.

So the intensÍty of molecular ion peak in the integral odd-shot spectrum can be

taken as a reference peak for examining the intensity of corresponding molecular

ion peak in the integral even-shot spectrum. So the energy distribution of motec,lar

ions can be obtained by changing the accereration voltage, vo*ú, for even

laser shots. V, is always kept fixed. For each Vr-Vohh, the relative intensities of

molecular ions are obtained with respec{ to the corresponding peak intensity for
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Flgure 3.3. Relative intensity of molecular ion peak, [M+HJ., in the integral

reflected spestrum of lnsulin w¡th acceleration V"o&n to the corresponding peak

in the integral speclrum with acceteration V"""* as a funstion of Vn.,,voHö ;V,
and V"ob fixed, Vr-Vob=25 V; N, taser, irradiance several times higher than

threshold; 4HCCA matrix.
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V,-V"o*. The target and laser conditions should not change appreciably for

adjacent odd and even laser shots, and should average to zero after many

pairs, so that the change of relative intensity is only determined by the potential

difference of V,-V"ohþh. F¡gure 3.3 shows the energy distribution of positive

molecular ions of insulin, obtained with the normalizatíon method of alternating

acceleration voltage. lt can be seen from the energy distribution that positive

molecular ions of insulin, ejected into an electric field in matrix-assisted laser

desorptíon, also have energy deficit.

3.1.3) Energy resolution

As described before, the electrostatic mirror in the reflecting time-of-flight

mass spectrometer is used as an energy cut-off device to determine the ¡ntegral

energy distribution of molecular ions ejected into an electric field. There are

several factors which could influence the measured distribution.

The electric field of the mirror is along the axis of the flight tube. The

acceleration field is tilted at an angle of about 1.2o lo the axis so that the energy

cutotf is shifted by about 10 eV when the acceteration is 1S kV. The angular

divergence of the ion results in a spread in the cutoff energy.

There could be electric field leakage from the grids on mirror. The energy

resolution of planar retarding grid has been studied in some detail by Enloe and

Shell [78]. To minimize the field leakage , doubte grids are placed on top of the

mirror.

Another possible source influencing the energy resolution of energy

measurement is the fluctuation of the two high voltage power supplies for
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acce¡erat¡on and m¡rror. The stab¡lity of the two power supplies (Spellman 25

PN 60 HVPS) is 0.005%/hour. So the DC voltage fluctuation is less than 1 V

within one hourfor 1S kV output, i. e. insignificant.
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Figure 3.4. (a) Relative intensity of [M+H].to daughter ion [M-1{* for Substance

P in secondary ion ToF mass spectrometry as a func{ion of Vr-Vo , (b)

corresponding ditferential djstribution; 35 keV l' primary ion; nitrocellulose

substrate; V,=15 kV, fixed.
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An experimental method is availabte to measure these effects directly.

The initial energy of molecular ions desorbed by particle bombardment is in the

range of 0-3 eV [79]. To experimentally determine the energy resolution of the

system, the energy distribution of positive molecular ions of substance P was

measured in secondary ion mass spectrometry with the same method as in

matrix-assisted laser desorption, as shown in figure 3.4 (a). lt can be seen from

the distribution that the turning point, where the retative ¡ntens¡ty is the half of

the maximum, is about at potential ditference of -10 V. As estimated from the

tilting angle of acceleration field, there is about 10 eV energy deficit along the

axis of flight tube for the molecular ions. So there is no energy deficit for the

molecular ions produced in the secondary ion mass spectrometry. Taking the

derivative of the energy distribution curve in figure 3.4 (a), we can get the net

energy spread of the molecular ions, as shown in figure 3.4 (b). The net energy

spread obtained in figure 3.4 (b) is about in the range of 12 eV. But expected

energy spread for the ions produced in secondary ion mass spectrometry is in

the range of a few eV. The discrepancy coutd be due to that the energy resolution

is not as good as a few ev. But it is obviously better than 1 2 ey.

3.1 .4) Correlation technique

Matrix-assisted laser desorption signals usually have a big fluctuation from

spot to spot, and even from shot to shot. An integral spectrum is the accumutation

of single-shot spectra which could have big differences in intensity; so some

information of desorbed ions, related to the signal intensity, could not be reflected

in the integral spectrum. Therefore ít is necessary to do corretation measurement
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to select specific singte-shot spectra whích have similar intensities of motecular

ion signals.

The intensity of molecular ion signat was not taken into account for the

energy distribution of insulin molecular ions, as described in Fig. 3.3. For each

specific potential ditference between the mirror and the target, all the single-shot

spectra were picked up to get the relative ¡ntens¡ty. As a result, the energy

distribution was the average for the molecular ions from all the single-shot

spec'tra with different intensities.

ln addition to the technique of alternating acceteration voltage described in

section 3.1.2, correlation measurements can be accomplished by computer

sottware. A tíme window, including the molecular ion peak, can be selected with

software in the normal reflected spectrum corresponding to acceleration voltage

V"."* with fixed Vr. At same time, a few peak-intensity windows can be chosen

for the specific time window in each single-shot spectrum corresponding to

%."*. Only when the molecular ion peak in some single-shot spectrum

corresponding to V"o* falls into some specific time and intensity window, the

single-shot spec"trum and following single-shot spectrum corresponding to Vacchish

are saved in the two separate memory arrays in the computer. Eventua¡y two

separate integral spectra can be obtained for each specific time and intensity

window. A few peak intensity windows for same time window can be set at

same time so that the energy distr¡butions corresponding to ditferent intensity

windows can be obtained. So the correlation technique enables us to study

some specific properties, which are related to the intensity of ion signals in

matr¡x-assisted laser desorption. lts application will be shown in the following

sect¡on.
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3.21 Results

3.2.1) Energy deficit

Some preliminary indication of the energy deficit of molecular ions ejected

into an electric field in matrix-assisted laser desorption have been presented in

section 3.1 to explain the experimental methods of measuring the energy

distribution. More results about the energy distribution measurements, with the

normalization technique of alternating acceleration voltage, will be shown in

this section.

Figure 3.5 shows several reflected correlated spectra of insulin, obtained

with the correlation technique, for three different acceleration vottages Vecchrsh

and same v"o*. For each integral spectrum corresponding to vr-v"."nbn, there is

a corresponding reference spectrum of V..-V"""h to compare the change of

reflected molecular ion intensity for different acceleration voltage, V"""nþn.When

mirror voltage is 20 V higher than acceleration voltage, the intensity of reflected

molecular ion peak of insulin is comparable with the ¡ntensity of its corresponding

reference peak in the reference spectrum where the mirror voltage is.45 V

higher than acceleration. when v,-v"""t'iot'--4s v, the ¡ntensity of [M+H]* is about

the two third of its corresponding reference peak in the reference spectrum. At

V,n-V"onbn=-65 V , the relative intensity is about one tenth. The relative intensity

of the insulin molecular ion in the reflected spectrum can be plotted, as shown

in figure 3.6, with respect to different acceleration voltagês, V"o, where the

superscript of "h¡gh" has been neglected in the notation. ln all the foilowing
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figures of energy distribution, the superscript is also neglected for convenience.
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Flgure 3.5. Reflected mass spectra of matr¡x-assisted laser desorption of

insulin, obtained with conelation technique; (a) reference spec{rum with V,-

V otu=45 V; (b) Vr-VroHü=2}Y;(c) Vr-V.ohnh=-45 V; (d) V,-V"*rneh=-65 V;Vr=.lg

kv, fixed; N, laser, irradiance near threshold; sinapinic acid matrix.
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Figure 3'6. (a) lntegral, (b) differential energy distributions for [M+HJ* of insutin,

ejected into an electric field, in matrix-assisted laser desorptioni Ne laser,

irradiance near threshold; sinapinic acid matrix.
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Considering the 10 eV energy shift caused by the tilted acceteration field, the

energy deficit is about 35 eV, where the relative intensity decreases to half, for

the molecular ions of insulin. Taking the differentiat of the integral energy

distribution in figure 3.6 (a), we can get the corresponding ditferential energy

distribution, as shown in figure 3.6 (b). lt can be seen from the differentiat energy

distribution that the differential distribution peaks approximately at 30 eV, and

has a width of about 24 eY.

A similar energy distribution measurement of insulin has been taken with

another matrix of 4HCCA near the threshold of taser irradiance, as shown in

figure 3.7. Here the energy deficit is smaller than that for sinapinic acid matrix.

The differential energy distribution peaks approximately at 1S eV, and has about

a width of 15/cos1.2o = 15.0 eV. When the laser power density is increased

about the three times above the threshold, a larger energy deficit and net energy

spread is observed, as shown in figure 3.8. lt can be seen from the distribution

in figure 3.8 that a higher energy deficit and net energy spread are observed for

higher laser inadiance than for the irradiance near the threshold. But it is ditficult

to make sure if the higher laser irradiance is the only factor causing a higher

energy deficit and a broader energy spread of the motecular ions because the

condition of target could also play a role. Higher laser irradiance can give

higher yield of molecular ions, so can a favorable site on the target. More

specific measurements about the dependence of energy deficit on the intens1y

of molecular ion signal will be presented in section 3.2.2.

The energy distributions of posítive motecutar ions for substance p and

cytochrome C have also been measured near the threshold of laser irradiance,

as shown in figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.7. (a) integral, and (b) differential energy distributions for [M+H]* of

insulin, ejected into an electric field, in matrix-assisted laser desorption; V,=15

kV, fixed; N, laser, irradiance near threshold; 4HCCA matrix.
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Figure 3.8. (a) integral and (b) dífferential energy distribution for [M+H]. of

lnsulin, ejected into an electric field, in matrix-assisted laser desorptioni Vr=15

kV, fixed; N, laser, irradiance several times higher than threshold; 4HCCA matrix.
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Flgure 3.9, lntegral energy distributions of positive molecular ion, [M+H]*, for

(a) substance P and (b) cytochrome C; laser irradiance near the threshold;

4HCCA matrix.
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The energy deficit for substance P is about I eV, and over B0 eV for c¡ochrome

C near the threshold of laser irradiance. The molecular ions with dífferent masses

seem to have different energy deficits at same taser irradiance. More systematic

measurements about the dependence of energy deficit on molecular weight will

be shown in section 3.2.3.

3.2.2) lntensity dependence

Although the deficit increases with irradiance, the detailed dependence was

not reproducible, and seemed to be atfected by the target quality. We therefore

suspected that the signal intensity affected by irradiance and target site was the

determining parameter and performed correlation measurements to clarify the

situation.

The basic idea of the experiment is to select transients based on the

intensity of the molecular ion peak using constant laser irradiance, with the

correlation technique described in section 3.1.4. Different spectra are then

accumulated for different signal intensities. Two windows of molecular ion

intensity, 10 - 50 and 400 - 500 mV, were chosen for the peak of insulin motecular

ion in each odd-shot transient where the mirror is always set at a potentiat 25

eV higher than the acceleration potential. For two successive odd and even

shots laser irradíance and the target condition at the same spot will not have a

big change; so the molecular ion ¡ntensity will be similar for the two transients.

But, for the even-shot transient some of the motecutar ions may not be reflected

because of the lower mirror potential than the target. The energy distribution

correlated to different signal intensíties will be based on the odd-shot transient.
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lf the intensity of insulin molecular ion peak in some odd-shot transient falls into

one of those windows, the following even-shot transient, where the target is set

at a h¡gher potentialthan the minor, will be recorded in a specific memory array.

So the even-shot integral spectra, correspondíng to weak and strong molecular

ion intens¡ty ¡n odd-shot transients, can be recorded separately.

Figure 3.10. Reflected odd-shot integral reference spectra of lnsulin,

corresponding to (a) strong (400 - s00 mv), and (b) weak (10 - s0 mv) motecular

ion intensities in the single odd-shot transient of V.-V"..=2s v; (c), (d)

corresponding even-shot spectra with Vr-V*c= -32 V; same laser irradiance;

4HCCA matrix

(a)V,n-V.=25 V n [M+H]+ (c) V;V"-32 Y 
', 

[M+H)
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(b)V'n-Vo¿s V ¡ [M+H]+ (d)V,-V.=-32 y
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Figure 3.10 shows two even-shot integral spectra, corresponding to strong and

weak molecular ion intensities in the odd-shot transients, when mirror voltage is

32 V less than acceleration voltage. The laser was at constant irradiance and

the intensity the transient was selected in the adjacent laser shots when the

mirror voltage was higher than the target voltage. When mirror potential is 92 eV

less than the acceleration potential, an appreciable fraction of the molecutar

ions are reflected in the spectrum corresponding to a strong molecular ion

yield. A somewhat smaller fraction of the molecular ions are reflected in the

spectrum corresponding to a weak molecular ion yield. The energy distributions

can be obtained by changing the acceleration vottage for even laser shots, with

fixed acceleration for odd-laser shots. The corresponding energy distributions

are shown in figure 3.11. lt can be seen from the energy distributions that

energy deficit of insulin molecular ions ejected into an elestric field increases

with the molecular ion intensity even for the same laser irradiance. Thus higher

molecular ion yield, produced by higher laser irradiance or better target condition,

gives a higher energy deficit for the molecular ions. The similar results have

also been obtained for substance P, as shown in figure 9,12.

We can see from above results that the energy deficit increases with

molecular ion yield under constant laser power density. On the other hand, the

yield should increase with laser power density and good target conditions. lt is

still a question if the energy deficit increases independently with laser irradiance

for constant signal intensíty. So a comparison measurement was performed as

follows: First the energy distribution was measured for those molecutar ions

desorbed from fresh spots on the target under very low taser irradiance so that

the molecular ion peak was barely observed. Then the laser irradiance was
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increased by about seven times, and each new spot on the target was first

damaged with several hundred laser shots. The energy distribution was then
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Figure 3.11. lntegral energy distributions of [M+H]. of insulin, corresponding

to (a) strong (400 - 500 mV), and (b) weak (10 - 50 mV) molecular ion intensities;

sarne laser irradiance, 4HCCA matrix.
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Flgure 3.12. rntegral energy distributions of [M+HJ. of substance p,

corresPonding to (a) strong, and (b) weak molecular ion intensities; same laser

inadiance; 4HCCA matrix.
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Figure 3.13. lntegral energy distributions of [M+H]. of lnsulin; (a) from fresh

spots with laser inadiance close to threshold; (b) from damaged spots with laser

iradiance 7 times higher than the threshold; 4HccA matrix.
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measured for the molecular ions desorbed from the damaged spots under

higher laser irradiance. Figure 3.13 shows the two energy distributions of insulin

molecular ions desorbed from fresh spots under very low laser irradiance and

from damaged spots under seven times higher laser irradiance. From the two

distributions we can see that they have about the similar energy distribution,

even showing an energy surplus. So the energy deficít of molecular ions ejected

into an electric field appears to depend only on the ion yield, a combination

result of laser irradiance and target condition.

3.2.3) Mass dependence

The energy deficit of molecular ions ejected into an etectr¡c field has been

found to be related to molecular weight. But quantitative measurements are

needed to make a comparison of the energy deficits of the motecular ions with

different masses. ln order to obtain the mass dependence of the energy deficit,

other factors influencing the energy deficit have to kept constant for molecular

ions of different masses. For example, the intensities for two different kinds of

molecular ion signals have to be similar to eliminate the ditference of the energy

deficit caused by different molecular ion intensities. Different target conditions of

two different sample targets can also influence the energy deficit.

Considering the above experimental considerations, comparison

measurements of the energy deficit for two different molecular ions have been

carried out with a mixture of two samples. The mixture solution of two samples,

including the matrix, was dropped on a target and allowed to dry so that the

target and laser conditions were same for the two molecules when taking the
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energy distribution measurement. Another crucial experimental condition was to

mix the two samples with a certain ratio so that the detested intensities of the

two molecular ion signals are similar. The etfect of ion intensity on energy deficit

will be similar for the two sample molecules. The two mixed sample molecutes

were chosen without big mass ditference so that there is no big change with the

detection efficiency for two ditferent molecular ions, as the mixture of substance

P and insulin, or insulin and cytochrome C. Figure 3.14 shows the normal

reflected spectra of two mixtures.
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Figure 3.14. Reflected spectra of the mixtures of (a) subslance P and insutin,

(b) insulin and cytochrome C; N, laser with irradiance near threshold; V,-V w=40

V, V,n=15 kV; 4HCCA matrix.
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The molecular ion peaks of substance P and insulin are suppressed by the

matrix ¡ons to a ditferent extent, because the degree of saturation of the channel

plates is ditferent at different moments. So the ion-to-electron converter was

pulsed, as described in sec{ion 2.1), to suppress matrix signal. The molecular

ions have no big mass difference so that they have simitar efficiency of ion-to

-electron conversion on the dynode [31, part l]. So the difference in the energy

deficit, produced by two different intensities, is expected to be small. Thus the

effec{ of mass on energy deficit could be separated from other contributions to

energy defícit.

The energy distribut¡ons of positive molecular ions for substance P and

insulín have been obtained from their mixture target, as shown in figure 9.1S. lt

can be seen that positive molecular ions for insulin have a higher energy deficit

than substance P. Similar results were produced for the mixture of insulin and

cytochrome C, as shown in figure 3.16. Again, the molecutar ions of cytochrome

C shows a higher energy deficit than insulin. When cytochrome C and trypsin

are mixed to investigate the difference of energy deficits for the two molecutar

ions, a problem arises due to the unresolved molecutar ion peak of trypsin from

its metastable ion peaks. So we can not compare the energy deficit of molecular

ions of trypsín with that of cytochrome C. But the whole unresolved peak, including

metastable decay ions and molecular ions, can also be taken for measurement

of the energy distribution, as shown in figure 3.17.|t can be seen from the

d¡str¡but¡ons that the relative intensity only decreases to about half with increased

potential difference because the metastable decay ions with less kinetic energy

are also included for determining peak intensities.
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Figure 3.15. lntegral energy distributions of positive molecutar ions, ejected

from the mixture target of Subsiance P (M.w.=1348 u), lnsulin (M.w.=sz33 u)

and 4HCCA matrix; (a) Substance P; (b) lnsulin; laser inadiance slightly higher

than threshold.
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molecular ions, [M+H]*, and their metastable decay ions), ejected from the mixture

target of cytochrome c, Trypsin (M.w.=29420 u) and 4HccA matrix; (a)

Cytochrome C; (b) Trypsin; laser irradiance slightly higher than threshold.
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Flgure 3.18. lntegral energy distributions of positive molecular ions, ejec'ted

into an electric field, of Substance P, lnsulin, Cytochrome C and Trypsin, plotted

on the same axis of Vr-V"o.
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But we can still see the tendency of the distribution with increasing potential

difference. Here trypsin shows higher energy deficit than cytochrome C. So the

energy deficit of positive molecular ions, ejected into an electric field, tends to

increase with molecular weight. ln order to clearly show this point, atl the energy

distributions for substance P, insulin, cytochrome C and trypsin are normalized

along potential-difference axis, and plotted with a common axis of Vr-v"o, as

shown in figure 3.18.

3.2.4) Charge dependence

The kinetic energy distribution of the negative molecular ions of insulin,

ejected into an electric field, has been measured with technique of atternating

acceleration voltage. Again the correlation method was used to determine the

dependence of the energy distribution on the intensity of molecular ion signal.

The two energy distributions, corresponding to strong molecular ion yield (4OO -

500 mV) and weak one (10 - 50 mV) have been obtained, as shown in figure

3.19. The energy distribution produced from strong molecular ion peaks gives

the energy deficit about 100 eV. Although the statistics for the energy distribution

produced from weak molecular ion signals are not as good as that from strong

molecular ion signal, it also shows the energy deficit near 100 eV. So the

energy deficit for the negative molecular ions of insulin does not show clear

dependence on the molecular ion yield. And the negative molecular ions of

insulin have higher energy deficit than positive ions for similar laser irradiance

and molecular ion yield.
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The energy distributions of doubly charged positive molecular ions, ejected

into an electric field, have also been sludied for cytochrome C and trypsin with

the technique of alternating acceleration voltage. Two typical normal reflected

spectra obtained in the energy distribution measurements are shown in figure

3.20.
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Figure 3.20. Normal reflected spectra of (a) Cytochrome C and (b) Trypsin for

the energy distribution measurement; N, laser, irradiance near threshold; Vr-

%o=40 V; 4HCCA matrix.
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The intensities of singly and doubly charged ion peaks are comparable for

cytochrome C. The energy distributions for both singly and doubly charged

molecular ions were obtained for c¡ochrome C, as shown in figure g.21.
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Flgure 3.21.lntegral energy distributions of (a) singly charged and (b) doubly

charged positive molecular ions for cytochrome C; N, laser, irradiance near

threshold; 4HCCA matrix.
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lf the axis of potential difference is doubled for the doubly charged ion to represent

the real energy difference, it can be seen from the distributions that both singly

and doubly charged molecular ions of cytochrome C have simitar energy deficit

of about 60 eV for the same laser irradiance and similar peak intensity. The

energy distributions for the singly and doubly charged positive molecular ions of

trypsin are shown in figure 3.22. The energy deficits are close even though the

¡ntensity of doubly charged ion peak is stronger than the singly charged ion

peak. However, the weaker intensity of singly than doubly charged motecular

ion peak of trypsin could be due to poorer detection efficiency, compared to the

doubly charged molecular ions. The real yield of singly charged molecular ion

may be close to that of doubly charged ions. Then the effect of one or two

charges on the energy deficit of trypsin has been approximately separated from

other etfects. The data give no obvious evidence for a dependence of the energy

deficit on the number of positive charges on cytochrome c and trypsín.

3.3) Discussion

ln order to discuss the ion production and ejection processes in

matrix-assisted laser desorption, the experimental resutts of the kinetic energy

measurements in section 3.2 are summarized as fotlows: (1) The molecutar ions

ejected ir¡to an electric field have energy deficits which increase with the molecular

ion yields. And stronger matrix ion yield also gives higher energy deficit for

molecular ions, which can be shown by the higher energy deficit of insulin

positive molecular ions desorbed from sinapinic acid matrix than from 4HCCA

matrix;sinapinic acid gives higher matríx signals than 4HCCA. (2) The motecular
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ions have no energy deficit, and even have energy surplus, when molecutar ion

yield is very low. (3) The net energy spread of molecular ions ejected into an

electric field is wider than that without the extraction field, and increases with ion

signal ¡ntens¡ty. (4) The energy deficit increases with molecular weight under

same laser irradiance and target condition. (5) Negative molecular ions of insulin

have higher energy deficit than positive ones. (6) Doubly charged positive

molecular ions have about the same energy deficit as singly charged ones.

ln the field-free situation the initial energy of molecular ions Eo increases

with molecular weight, and the net energy spread is narrower than observed

with extrac'tion field and is independent of laser irradiance [GS, BO]. The observation

of energy deficits and wider net energy spreads with the presence of the extraction

field apparently contradicts the energy surplus observed for field-free situation,

and suggests that the interaction between the ejected ions and the extraction

field is not simple. The energy deficit increasing with motecular weight is contrary

to the field-free situation where the total energy of molecular ions after the

acceleration, qV"o+Eo, increases with molecular weight. The higher molecular

ion yield, which is produced by higher laser irradiance for same target condition,

produces a broader net energy spread in an extraction field, apparently

contradicting the observation that the energy spread is independent of. laser

irradiance for the situation without an extraction field [65, 8O]. An energy deficit

increasing with ion signal intensity coincides with the earlier observation that

stronger laser irradiance produces broader peak width on the high time side in

a time-of-flight spectrum [64, 81]. The possibilities of an energy deficit [64] or a

time delay [64, 81J were considered to explain the observation, but our results

indicate that the broadening on the high time side can be understood without
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assuming a time delay.

Several processes could be considered to explain the energy defícit of ions

ejected into an electric field. A rapidly expanding gas jet following a sudden

phase change of solid has been proposed to explain the laser desorption or

matrix-assisted laser desorption [65, 70,731. ln this model the molecutar ions

are accelerated due to the collisions inside the supersonic jet ctoud, and the

neutral species can also be ionized by collisions during the expansion at a

distance above the target surface. So molecular ions could be produced by

gas-phase chemical reactions in the plasma cloud. This mechanism of ion

formation could explain the observation that energy deficit increases with ion

yield and mass. Higher ion yield means that more collisions occur inside the

gas cloud to produce more energy loss. The bigger size of the cloud is also

generated for higher ion yield so that molecular ions are produced in a bigger

range above the target surface. So higher energy deficit could be produced by

above two processes for higher ion yield. Energy deficit increasing with motecular

weight could also be explained by collision mechanism because the cross seqtion

of collision increases with molecular weight. But the gas-phase chemical reac'tions

in the plasma cloud can not explain the mass dependence of energy deficit on

molecular weight. The molecular ions from two mixed sample molecules s.hould

be produced in the same gas cloud. Then the energy deficit due to the size of

the cloud should be same for the two molecular ions with different masses. So

only the collision mechanism can explain the mass dependence of energy deficit.

On the other hand, neither of above two processes can explain that the energy

deficit of negative molecular ions for insulin is higher than that of positive ones,

and has no obvious dependence on ion yield.
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An alternative explanation is surface charging. The instant surface charge

caused by the quicker extraction of positive light ions, or the etectrons in the

case of negative acceleration, can reduce the local electric field encountered by

heavy molecular ions, resulting in an energy defícit of those heavy ions. More

surface charge is produced for higher ion yields by extracting more light ions,

leading to higher energy deficit for positive molecular ions. For negative ions

the surface charge should be stronger than positive ions because electrons are

more abundant, creating more charge on the target. So the energy deficít of

negative ions due to the instant surface charge is higher than that of posítive

ones. But the surface charging effect can not explain the observation that the

energy deficit of negative molecular ions of insulin has no obvious dependence

on the ion yields. Since the surface charging due to the quicker extraction of

light ions or electrons is an rapid process, the duration of the surface charge

determines the energy deficit of molecular ions with different masses. lf the time

of reneutralization is much longer than the extraction time of molecular ions, all

the molecular ions with different masses will have the same energy deficit. On

the other hand, ¡f the duration of the surface charge is comparable to, or less

than the extraction time of molecular ions, the heavier motecular ions which

spend more time near surface will be affected less by the transient surface

charge. So the surface charge is expected to cause large molecular ions to

have the same or smaller energy deficit than smaller molecular ions, contrary to

what is observed.

Positive singly and doubly charged molecutar ions have no obvious

difference in energy deficit. This observation could mean the surface charge is

not important for contributing to the energy deficits of positive molecular ions.
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The gas-jet modelcould explain this observation. Both singly and doubly charged

ions should be produced in the same plasma, obtaining the same acceleration

voltage. The ditference of collision cross-section between singly and doubty

charged molecular ions may be not big enough to cause the change of the

energy deficit, which the ac,curacy of our energy distribution measurements can

distinguish.

ln summary, the kinetic energy d¡str¡but¡on of molecutar ions ejected into an

electric field in matrix-assisted laser desorption can be influenced by several

processes happening during the extraction process. A supersonic gas jet

mechanism and a surface charge mechanism can all contribute to the energy

distribution of molecular ions, producing an energy deficit or an energy surplus

under certain circumstances.
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lv. Metastable Decay of cystine-Gontaining proteins in

Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption

4.1) lntroduction

Cystine bridges are present in many peptides and proteins in the forms of

intrachain or interchain disulfide bonds. The assignment of the positions of the

disulfide bridges in a protein is an important part in the determination of its

primary struc'ture. The native, correc'tly folded state of a protein is presumably a

thermodynamically favored conformation in which the disulfide linkages play an

¡mportant role in stab¡lizing the three-dimensional structure of the protein.

Disulfide bond characterization is also of great importance in the routine product

analysis of synthetic disulfíde-containing peptides. Localization of cystine bridges

in proteins typically involves alkylation of any free sulfhydryls and cleavage of

the protein by enzymatic or chemical methods. The procedure has been tedious,

and might have been acceptable at a time when the sequence determination of

a protein was a research project, but the increasing emphasis on the production

of proteins by DNA-recombinant techniques, either in laboratory or at the industrial

level, require a rapid and easy method for disulfide bridge assignment.

Mass spectrometry is a rapid and effective method of determining the

disulfide bridges in some proteins. FAB mass spec{rometry was first used to

identify the bridge sites in 1984 [82, 83]. The symmetric cleavage of single

interchain disulfide bridges for some peptides of masses up to 3gOO u has been
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observed with the PDMS technique [84]. Recently triplet peaks spaced by 32

mass units have been found in the CAD mass spectra of some peptides, containing

single interchain disulfide bridges of masses up to 2000 u, using high-energy

collision-activated dissociation (CAD) double-focusing tandem mass

spectrometry [85]. The triplet peaks correspond to symmetric and asymmetric

cleavages of the interchain dísulfide bridge, with the retention of one, two, or

three sulfurs on the charged fragment. Asymmetric cleavage of an intrachain

disulfide bridge was observed in the daughter ion spec{rum of Somatostatin-14,

using liquid secondary ion mass spectrometry [86].

Chain A and chain B fragment ions of insulin, corresponding to the

symmetric cleavage of two interchain disulfide bridges, have been otten reported

in PDMS [87], FAB and LSIMS [88], usually with a poor ratio of signal to noise.

The daughter ions of chain A and chain B have also been reported in FAB mass

spectrometry [88]. Matrix-assisted laser desorption is usually a sott ionization

technique producing very limited fragment ions. Some daughter ions have been

observed in the MALD spectra of some small peptides and proteins of masses

less than 4600 u, using a reflecting time-of-flight mass spectrometer [51, 58].

4.21 Experlmental

lf a molecular ion decays in the first field-free region after acceleration, as

shown in figure 2.1, the daughter ion and neutral will have the same velocity as

their parent ion due to the conservation of momentum. The energy of the daughter

ion will be proportional to its mass, and has less energy than its parent ion. lf

the elestrostatic mirror is otf, both the daughter ion and the neutral will reach the
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top detector at the same time as the stable molecular ions. When the mirror is

set at higher potential than the target, the stable molecular ions will penetrate

into the electric field of the mirror deeper than the daughter ions because they

have more energy than the daughter ions. So the daughter ions are separated

from their parent ions in flight time in a reflected spectrum.

The mass of the daughter ion can be calibrated with the reduced-mirror

voltage technique, as described in the reference [89]. First, a normal reflecled

spectrum is taken with the mirror voltage V, higher than the acceleration voltage

V""". Then, with the acceleration voltage fixed, the mirror voltage is reduced to

allow the daughter ion to spend a longer time inside the mirror until it has the

same flight time as its stable parent ion in the normal reflected spectrum. Under

the reduced mirror voltage Vn.'', the stable molecular ions will pass through the

mirror, reaching the top detector. The ratio of daughter ion mass m'to the parent

ion mass m will be equal to the ratio of the two corresponding mirror voltages,

as shown in the following formula [90]

m'/m =Vr'/ly',

So the daughter ion mass can be calibrated by measuring the mirror voltages

for different reflected spectra. The mirror voltage was measured with a digital

voltmeter (H.P. 344014, five effective digits) atter a 1000:1 high vottage probe.
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4.3) cleavage of the two lnterchain disulfide bridges of lnsulin

4.3.1) Negative daughter ions of insulin

The direc't mass spectra of negative ion and neutralfor insulin were measured

in matrix-assisted laser desorption, as shown in figure 4.1. The negative ion

spec.trum was obtained by floating the target at negative potent¡al. The neutral

spectrum was recorded at top detector by applying a higher negative potential

on the mirror than the target. lt can be seen from the spectra in figure 4.1 that a

strong neutral peak is present at nearly the same flight time as the negative

molecular ion peak in the direct spectrum. So we can deduce that negative

molecular ions of insulin undergo very strong metastable decays in the first

field-free region. A typical reflected negative ion spectrum is shown in figure 4.2.

Two new peaks in the reflected spectrum can be tentatively assigned as chain

A and chain B daughter ions of molecular ion [M-H]- of insulin. Further calibration

of the daughter ion masses confirmed the assignments. The negative daughter

ions were observed with a sinapinic acid matrix, but not with a 4HCCA matrix. lt

can be seen from the expanded part of the spectrum that there are some fine

structures inside the two daughter ion peaks. Because the mirror voltage, about

1.5 kV higher than the acceleration voltage, was optimized for the best mass

resolution of parent molecular ions [M-H]-, the mass resolution is onty about 400

for chain B daughters, and less than 300 for chain A daughters. So the mirror

voltage was reduced to let the daughter ions spend a longer time inside the

mirror so that better compensation of energy spreads of the daughter ions can
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Figure 4.1. Direct TOF mass spec{ra of (a) negative ion, and (b) neutral for

insulin in matrix-assisted laser desorption; N, laser , irradiance slightly higher

than the threshold; sinapinic acid matriXt V"."= -15 kV.

be accomplished by the minor. The daughter ion spestra, obtained with optimized

mirror voltages for chaín B and chain A daughters, are shown in figure 4.3.

When the mirror voltage is reduced to -10 kV with a fixed acceleration voltage of

-15 kV, the full energy parent and fragment ions disappearfrom the reflected

spectrum, leaving only daughter ions of chain A and chain B with less energy

than the parent ions in the specrtrum. The mass resolution is about 700 for chain

B daughters, and 600 for chain A daughters. lf the mirror voltage is decreased

(a) ¡ tnsutin

(b) Neutral
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Figure 4.2. Refleqted negative ion spectrum of matrix-assisted laser desorption

for insulin; (a) wide mass range; (b) daughter ion mass tztnge; N, laser, irradiance

slightly higher than the threshold; sinapinic acid matrix; V.."= -1S kV, and Vn'=

-16.5 kV.

further to -7.5 kV, the chain B daughter ions also vanish from the reflected

spectrum, leaving onty chain A daughter ions with less energy than the chain B

daughters. Now the mass resolution is still about 600 for chain A daughters,

with no further improvement. Even under reduced mirror voltage the mass

(a) tnsutin tM_Hl -
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Figure 4.3. Negative daughter ion spectra of matrix-assisted laser desorption

of insulin, obtained with reduced mirror voltages; (a) V,=-10 kV, optimized for

B-chain daughters; (b) V,=-7.5 kV, opt¡mized for A-chain daughters; Vo=-'lg

kV, fixed; laser irradiance slightly higher than threshold; sinapinic acid matrix.

resolutions for daughter ions are still not as good as that for staþle parent ¡ons.

ln the normal reflested spectrum the best mass resolution for insulin is about

1 06393
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900 with Manitoba ll. The reason for the poor mass resolution of daughter ions

could be due to their big energy spreads produced in the process of metastable

decay.

W¡th the daughter ion mass calibration technique of mirror voltage

measurement, all the daughter ion peaks have been determined, as shown in

table Vl.

Table Vl. Negative Daughter lons of Bovine lnsulin

Here A and B represent the A- and B- chains for symmetric cleavage,
i.e. retention of two sulfurs on the charged fragments.

Peak

Assisgnment

Calculated mass (u)
(chemical)

Exptl. mass (u)

Âm (u)

Exptl. spacing (u)

B" 81

teFrl [B-H-SI

3396.9 3364.8

3397.1 3365.3

0.2 0.5

Â4.r=31'8

Bo

lB-H-2SI

3332.8

3429.6

0.6

Á8..r=32.5

Peak

Assignment

Galculated mass (u)
(chemical)

Exptl. mass (u)

Âm (u)

Exptl. spacing (u)

Az At ,\

lA-Hl' [A-H-S]- [A-H-2SJ-

2334.6 2302.5 2270.5

2367.4 2336.0 2303.0 2272.3

0.7 1.4 0.5 1.8

ÂArr=31.4 AAr,.l=33.6 Â4.,.0-39.7
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All the adjacent peaks are separated by 32 mass units, consistent with ditferent

numbers of sulfurs on the daughter fragments. The experimental masses are in

good agreement with the theoretical ones, as shown in tabte Vl. The notations

of Bo, B1 82 and B. in figure 4.3 and table vl correspond to zero, one, two and

three interchain sulfurs on a daughter ion fragment of chain B, and the notations

of Ao, 41, A2 and A. are corresponding ones for chain A daughters.

4.3.2) Positive daughter ions of insulin

When a sinapinic acid matrix is used for matrix-assisted laser desorption of

insulin, strong negative daughter ions of chain A and chain B can be observed,

but no corresponding positive daughters can be detected. On the other hand, if

a 4HCCA matrix is used, no negative daughter ions of chain A and chain B can

be observed, but some positive daughter ions show up.

Figure 4.5 shows the direct positive ion and neutral spectra of insulin in

matr¡x-assisted laser desorption. lt can be seen from figure 4.4 that a neutral

peak appears at the same flight time as the molecular ion peak [M+H]. in the

direct positive ion spectrum. So we can also deduce that the positive molecular

ions [M+H]* of insulin, produced by matrix-assisted laser desorption with 4HCCA

matrix, undergoes metastable decay in the first field-free region of the reflecting

TOF mass spectrometer. The normal reflected and daughter ion spectra were

measured under two different reflection modes of the spectrometer, as shown in

figure 4.5. lt can be seen from the normal reflected spectrum in figure 4.S that

several daughter ion peaks appear between the singly charged and doubly

charged molecular ions of insulin. But the intensity of the positive daughter ions
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Figure 4.4. (a) Direcl positive ion and (b) neutral spectra of matrix-assisted

laser desorption of lnsulin; N, laser, inadiance slightly higher than threshold;

V"o=15 kV; 4HCCA matrix.
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Figure a.5. (a) Normal reflected positive ion (v.=1G.5 kv) and (b) Daughter

ion (V,n=10 kV) speclra of matrix assisted laser desorption of lnsulin; laser

irradiance slightly higher than threshold; V"o=15 kV, fixed; 4HCCA matrix.
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is much smaller than that of negative ones for insulin. The daughter ion spectrum,

obtained with reduced mirror vottage, shows better mass resolution than in the

normal reflected speclrum. The masses of all those daughter ion peak were

calibrated by measuring the mirror vottages. The calibration results are shown

in table Vll.

Table Vll. Positive Daughter lons of Bovine Insulin

Br 82 83 B,Ag, B/9, B/g, B/g.
[B+H-SJ- [B+HJ. [B+H+S]- [B+Ag-S]- [B+Ag]. [B+2fu]- [B+3Ag].

3366.8 3398.9 34ÍÌ1.0 U79.7 3505.8 3613.7 s721.6

3365.4 æ97.6 U29.8 u74.2 3506.3 3613.9 g721.7

-1.4 -1.3 -1.2 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.1

Exptl' spacing (u) LB.,-32.2; a1r¿=32.2;Â(B.Ag,-8.)=10g.7; Á(BrAgr-BrAg,)=107.6;

Á(B'Ag,-8,)=108.8t Å(By'gr-BrA9J=107.g; Â(BrAg,-8.,A9,)=32.1

Here the notations of B., and B, have the same meaning as the corresponding

ones for negative daughter ions except the ditferent type of charge. Notation

B49t means one silver adduc{ on the daughter ion B, BiÊ¡grtwo silver adducts

on 82 and BrAg, three silver adducts on Br. lt can be seen from table Vll that

the experimentally calibrated masses are in good agreement with theoretical

ones. The positive daughter ions of B' and B, are not predominant like negative

Peak

Assignment

Calcu. mass (u)
(chemical)

Exptl. mass (u)

^m 
(u)
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ones. The daughter ion peak Bó9' is most intense in the speclrum. Even the

daughter ion peaks, BrAg, and BrAg3, have comparable intensities as B, and

Bt. Their intensity is much weaker than the intensity of the daughter ions in the

negat¡ve spectrum. No chain A daughters were observed for the positive ions.

4.3.3) Discussion

The nature of the negative ions generated in matrix-assisled laser desorption

is not known. A reasonable hypothesis is that an [M-H]' ion is formed by proton

transfer from one of the carboxylic acid groups of neutral insulin to the matrix.

The partial structures shown in figure 4.6 depict proton removal from the C

terminus or from a glutamic acid residue. Both chain A and chain B contain two

Glu residues. The compet¡t¡on between various homolytic bond cleavages

adjacent to a sulfur atom may then be est¡mated from appropriate thermochemical

data. The most complete gas phase data found are for the reactions:

(1) CH.SSCH. ----------> 'CH, +'SSCH. ÂH = 2gO.B kJ

(2') CH.SSCHs --------> 2CH3S' ÂH = 302.5s13 kJ

(3) CH.SSCH. ---------> 2'CH. + S, ÂH = 443.9t4 kJ

from the tabulated standard enthalpies of formations: CH.sScH3, -24.8t0.9;

CH3, 145.6+1.3; SSCH., 66.9; CH3S, 139.3tG.3; Sr, 128.4x0.4 (ail kJ mol-1)

[90]. Thus the calculation suggests that the carbon-sulfur cleavage (1) should
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be favored.
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Figure 4.6. Partial slructures and all possible bond cleavages in the interchain

bridges of insulin.

However, this picture does not take into account the possibility of specific
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bond cleavages within the insulin molecule. The probability of certain bond

cleavage inside a molecule depends not only on the homolytic bond energy

determined by the thermochemical data, but also on the three-dimensionat

structure of the molecule. One attractive hypothesis would require assistance by

a neighboring group in cleavage of the bond involving sulfur (possibly by a

carborylate group, as shown in figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7. Two possible processes ¡nvolv¡ng the bond cleavages in an

interchain disulfide bridge for the metastable decay of [M-H]' of insulin.
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Such reactions, which are of lower energy than the homolytic cleavages

calculated above, are probably strongly dependent on the three-dimensional

structure of the parent [M-H]' ion. A similar argument, but ditferent mechanisms,

may apply to collisional dissociation measurements on positive ions having

single interchain bridges [85, 91] where symmetr¡c cleavage (2) is found to be

strongly favored in spite of its larger change in enthalpy ¡.e. p.,rpo and p.,>p,

where Po, Pl and P, are probabilities for retention of zero, one ortwo sulfurs on

the charged fragment. In the case of insulin, with two disulfide bridges, the

corresponding probabilities are PoQo, PoQ'+p.,eo, p'e,+poe+pre, p,er+pre.,

and P.Q, for observation of the five possible components in each decay, where

Pt and Q.¡ are the probabilities for cleavage of the separate bridges. tf we assume

Pr=Q' those probabilities reduce to Po2, 2PoP1,Pr2+2popr,zplpzarË p22. Relative

values Po=0.5, Pr=1.0 ârìd Pr=0.25 then give rough agreement with the observed

relative ¡ntensities for negative daughter ions. This appears to be consistent

with the range of values observed in the collisional dissociatíon measurement

[85,91].

The observation of only the positive chain B daughter ion could lead to a

hypothesis that an [M+H]* ion of insulin is formed by the proton transfer from the

matrix to the N terminus of chain B. The daughters of 8., and B. may come from

the metastable decay of [M+H].. The daughters of B.,Ag., and B.Ag, are probably

from the decay of [M+Ag]*, By'g, from [M+2Ag]*, and By'g. from [M+3Ag]..

Because a silver substrate was used, the motecular ions with silver adducts

were produced in matrix-assisted laser desorption. Metal adducts on positive

molecular ions are usually observed in MALD. The intensity of B, having the

probability ol P rz+ZPoP, is about four times as high as the intensities of B' and
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8., having the probabilities of 2PoP, and 2P,P, in the spectrum. The relative

values Po=0.5 , Pr=1.0 and Pz=0.25 for the bond cleavages of negative ions can

no longer match the relative intensity of 8.,, B, and B. in the positive ¡on spectrum.

But the new valueS Po=0.p, Pr=1.0 and Pr=0.2 witl approximately match the

observed relative intensity of 8,, B, and B, in the positÍve daughter ¡on spectrum.

For the daughters of B'Ag., and 8¿401, the new values of P, can also represent

their relative intensity in the spec'trum. So the symmetric cleavage of interchain

disulfide bridges, corresponding to S-S bond cleavage, is still predominant in

the metastable decay of the [M+H]. ion of insulin.

Another point is the dependence of the metastable decay of insulin on the

matrices, sinapinic acid and 4HCCA. When sinapinic acid was used as matrix,

only negative daughter ions, corresponding to the cleavages of interchain disulfide

bridges, were observed, and no corresponding positive daughter ions could be

detected. On the other hand, when 4HCCA was used as matr¡x, only positive

daughter ions were observed, but no negative daughter ions could be measured.

The above observations mean that the molecular ions of insulin desorbed from

different matrices have ditferent internal excited states, leading to different decay

channels. So the intemal states of desorbed molecular ions of insulin are strongly

related to different matrix molecules. This result seems to support the mechanism,

proposed by Hillenkamp et al., about matrix-assisted laser desorption. That

mechanism suggests that the large particles containing analyte molecules and

matrix molecules be first desorbed, and then the large particles decay into

matrix ions and molecular ions of the analyte. lf the molecular ions of analyte

are produced from the decay, their internal states are expected to be different

for different matrix molecules.
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4.4) The cleavage of the single interchain disulfide bridge of the

tyr-somatostatin digest

4.4.1) Enzymatic digestion of tyr-somatostatin

Tyr-somatostatin (M.W.=1801.1 u) is a single chain peptide, having one

intrachain disulfide bridge. To study the cleavage of single interchain disulfide

bridge, tyr-somatostatin has to be digested into a double chain peptide. Trypsin

was used for the enzymatic digestion. The process proceeded at room

temperature in the mixed solution, containing sample solution, buffer solution,

trypsin solution and water. Tyr-somatostatin was dissolved in O.1o/o TFA in water

with the concentratíon of 3 g/L. The buffer was 0.1 M NH4HCO'. Trypsin was

atso dissolved in 0.1% TFA in water with the concentration of 3.3 x 10-6 M. The

mixed solution had the PH about 7.8.

The ratio of trypsin to tyr-somatostatin was critical to the extent of the

digestion so that the molecule was cut only at one Lys position, keeping the

molecule together. There are two Lys residues in tyr-somatostat¡n. So, if the

digestion goes too far, the molecule can be cut at the two Lys positions, producing

a few residues. The extent of the digestion was determined by taking the MALD

mass spectrum of the digestion products. When the digestion went too far, no

molecular ion peak could be observed, leaving only a few fragment peaks in the

spectrum. Then the amount of trypsin was decreased until both the molecular

ion peak and fragment peaks appeared in the spectrum. Eventually, the weight

ratio of trypsin to tyr-somatostatin was found to be about 1:250 to digest it into a
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double chain peptide or a few residue chains, with 10 minutes digestion.

800

6000

2

1 600

46000 50000 54000 62000

Flgure 4.8. Reflec'ted negative ion mass spectra of matrix-assisted laser

desorption of (a) non-digested tyr-somatostatin (M.W.=1801 u), (b) digested tyr-

somatostatin (M.W.=1819 u) and (c) mixture; N, laser, irradiance slightly higher

than threshold; 4HCCA matrix. V"o=-15 kV, V.=-16.5 kV.

(a) tyf-somatostatin 
I tM_Hl -

(b) lX 4.00 Dígested ryr-Somatostatin

--> I l<- 18 u

Flight Time (ns)
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Thetyr-somatostatin digested at one Lys position is 18 mass units heavier

than the non-digested tyr-somatostatin due to the addition of water. So we have

to make sure that the molecular ion in the mass spectrum of the digests of

tyr-somatostatin is 18 mass units higher than the molecular ion of the nondigested

one. Figure 4.8 shows the mass spec-tra of non-digesled tyr-somatostatin, digested

tyr-somatostatin and the mixture of the two. The three spectra are plotted on the

same time scale. ln spectra (a) and (b), two single molecular ion peaks, which

correspond to the molecular ions of non-digested and digested tyr-somatostatin,

are separated in flight time. There are two major peaks in the motecular ion

region of the mass spestrum (c) of the mixture. The two peaks, separated by 18

mass units, are presumably the molecular ions, [M'-H]' and [Mr-H]', for non-

digested and digested tyr-somatostatin. The other small satellite peaks on the

high mass side are the molecular ions, [M'-H+Na]' and [Mr-H+Na]'. so we can

make sure that the digestion process did occur in the solution, leaving no non-

digested tyr-somatostatin molecules.

4.4.2) MALD mass spectra of digested tyr-somatostatin

Figure 4.9 shows the a) direct and b) neutral TOF mass spectra of

matrix-assisted laser desorption for digested tyr-somatostatin. The strong neutral

peak, appearing at same flight time as the corresponding molecutar ion peak,

suggests that negative molecular ions of the digested somatostatin undergo

strong metastable decay in the first field-free region.
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5000 1 0000 1 5000 20000 25000

Figure 4.9. (a) Direct negative ion and (b) neutral spectra of matrix-assisted

laser desorption of digested tyr-somatostatin; N, laser, inadiance slightly higher

than threshold; 4HCCA matrix.

(a) DigestedTyr-Somatosrat¡n
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Figure 4.10 shows the reflected negative ion TOF mass spectrum of

matrix-assisted laser desorption of digested tyr-somatostatin. Two new peaks

0

*.
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tro+,
F
-

40000 44000 48000'szooo'sbooo'obooo'o+ooo
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Figure 4.10. Reflested negative ion TOF mass spectrum of matrix-assisted

laser desorption of digested tyr-somatostatin; N, laser, irradiance slightly higher

than the threshold; 4HCCA matrix; Vo=-15 kV, V,=-16.5 kV.

appear in the reflected spectrum of the digested somatostatin, as compared to

its direc't spectrum in Fig. 4.11. They should be daughter ion peaks, which can

be separated from their parent ion peak in the reflected spectrum. The daughter

ion spectrum was measured with reduced mirror voltage, as shown in figure

4.11. The molecular ions and fragment ions with full energy were not reflected

by the mirror, reaching the top detector. So the daughter ion speclrum only
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conta¡ns the daughter ions with less energy than the full acceleration potential.

Figure 4.11. Negative daughter ion spec'trum of matrix-assisted taser desorption

of digested tyr-somatostatin; N, laser, inadiance slightly higher than the threshold;

4HCCA matrix; V"o=-15 kV, V,=-1 1 kV.

The masses of the two daughter ion peaks, Bo and 8.,, can be determined by

measuring the mirror voltage, as described in sect¡on a.21. The experimentally

determined masses for Bo and 81 are 1229.8 u and 1262.2 u. So the experimental

spacing of the two peaks is 32.4 u. No positive daughter ions, corresponding to

Bo and 8.,, were observed when 4HCCA matrix was used. When sinapinic acid

was used as matrix, neither negative nor positive daughter ions of Bo and B'

40000 44000 48000 52000 56000 60000 64000
Flight Time (ns)
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could be detected. So the metastable decay of the desorbed molecular ion of

digested tyr-somatostatin depends on the matrix used for the desorption.

4.4.3) Results and discussion

There are two Lys residues in tyr-somatostatin, which is a single chain

peptide and has one intrachain disulfide bridge. The trypsin digestion may cut

the bond at eitherof the two Lys. positions, orat both of the two. Figure 4.12

shows one of the three possible digestions.

12345678910
H - Tyr- Ala - Gly - Cys - Lys - Asn - Phe - Phe - Trp - Lys - OH

B Chain cal. [mr-H]' = 1261.5 u

A Chain cal. [mo-H]'=555.6 u

H - Thr- Phe - Thr- Ser - Cys - OH

11 12 13 14 15

Molecular Mass = 1819.1 u (chemical mass)

Figure 4.12. The digestion pattern at one Lys of position 10, leading to a

interchain somatostatin.

The symmetric cleavage of the interchain disulfide bridge of a negative molecular

ion will lead to a negative fragment ion of chain B, [mr-H]-, or chain A, [mo-H]-.

The experimental mass of daughter ion B., is close to calculated mass of [mr-H]-

with the accuracy less than 1 mass unit. So it corresponds to the B-chain daughter
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ion produced from symmetric cleavage of the interchain bridge. And there is

one sulfur on daughter ion 8'. Another daughter ion Bo, with the mass match¡ng

[mr-H-S]-, would correspond to the asymmetric cleavage of the interchain bridge,

leaving no sulfur it.

No negative daughter ions of A chain (short chain) are observed in the

MALD mass spectra; thus means that the negative charge appears on the B

chain side of the molecular ion of interchain tyr-somatostatin, and there is no

rearrangement process leaving the A chain charged during the metastable decay

process of the molecular ion. From the relative intensity of the two daughter

ions, we can deduce that symmetr¡c (s-s bond) and asymmetric (s-c bond on

the B-chain side) cleavages have the same probability. There is no asymmetric

cleavage (S-C bond) on the A-chain side. These observations again contradict

to the probability of cleavage predic{ed only by the bond energy. So the cleavage

of the ¡nterchain disulfide bonds strongly depends on the three-dimensional

structure of proteins or peptides.
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